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This cartoon is from the book “It’s good to laugh” Volume 1 available from the 25% M.E. Group
(see “Severe M.E.” tip section) or the Irish ME/CFS Support Group
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Foreword
For some years now, people in the UK have been giving rave reviews to the M.E. Tips
Collection – for example here are some of the comments about the first edition:
- "Indispensable" Theresa Coe, editor, InterAction (journal of Action for M.E.)
- "I always reference it if I'm trying to find something out" Naomi Whittingham, M.E. sufferer
- "A valuable source of wisdom compiled by someone who really understands M.E." Jane
Colby, Executive Director, Tymes Trust
- "Perfect, straightforward practical help" Naomi Wayne, former Co-Chair of the Chief
Medical Officer's CFS/M.E. Working Group
- "A masterpiece of useful tips by and for people suffering from M.E." Simon Lawrence, Coordinator, 25% M.E. Group
We noticed, however, that few people with M.E. in the Rep. of Ireland seemed to know about
it. Thus we decided that a good way of making as many of the people with M.E. in Ireland
aware of it would be to launch it for M.E. Awareness Week. Unfortunately, due to other
pressures around this time on our already over-stretched committee (who are all volunteers
and are either M.E. sufferers themselves or carers of M.E. sufferers), we haven’t been able to
give as many details of equivalent Irish services as we would like in this, the first version to
be launched in Ireland. Hopefully, with your help/feedback, an edition will be able to be
produced in the future which will give more of such details (where they exist – we expect that
some services are particular to the UK) and any other errors will be ironed out. Saying that,
much of the information in this collection is generic, suitable to people with M.E. wherever
they are. We have decided to leave virtually all the information and addresses from the
original (UK) edition in it for various reasons, including because we expect some people from
Northern Ireland will be ordering copies. This may make it seem lopsided, with much more
information about services in the UK than Ireland, but, as I said, hopefully with your
help/feedback a more “Irish” version will be produced in the future.
We hope it will be of particular use and comfort to people severely affected by M.E. who can
often feel especially isolated and misunderstood.
I would like to thank all the people who have helped us, especially Zoë & Pat Williams and
their team for their generosity in allowing us to use their “baby”.
Please note that if a telephone number starts 0044 it is a UK number – we have put the
International Access code 0044 in front of it so that one has the full number to ring from the
ROI . If you are in the UK, to dial this number, replace 0044 with 0 e.g. 0044 1452 33 11 31
becomes 01452 331131.
Tom Kindlon
Assistant Chairperson,
Irish M.E./C.F.S. Support Group,
PO Box 3075,
Dublin 2,
Rep. of Ireland.
Tel: 01-2350965
E-mail: info@irishmecfs.org
(April 2003)
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Introduction
Myalgic Encephalomyelitis/Myalgic Encephalopathy (M.E.) is a disabling longterm illness affecting an estimated 10,000 people in the Rep. of Ireland and 150,000
people in the UK. It affects many systems of the body, particularly the immune
system and nervous system but the exact mechanisms are not yet fully understood.
Some people recover relatively quickly (in a year or two), others remain ill
indefinitely. Although data is limited, perhaps around a quarter of people with M.E.
are severely affected, mostly confined to their homes or beds. In children, M.E. is the
most common cause of long-term sickness absence from school. *
M.E. is often called Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS) but this term is disliked by
many patients who consider the word ‘fatigue’ misleading and the definition too
broad. The illness, its research and treatment remain surrounded by controversy and
confusion.
These tips are a product of the ingenuity and experience of countless members of the
M.E. community. We regret that it has been impractical to name them individually,
or to trace the original ‘inventors’. For years practical tips have been passed through
our community by word of mouth and pen. It is our hope that ‘The M.E. Tips
Collection’ will make this easier.
As a general rule we have aimed to include tips on ‘living with’ the illness, and to
exclude those on ‘treating’ it, although there is no real distinction. The individual tips
have not been checked by an M.E. specialist and are not specifically endorsed by us or
by any M.E. organisation. However, we do hope that you will find some of the ideas
useful. We have also included addresses of relevant organisations, but these have not
necessarily been recommended by anyone with M.E.
A big thank you to everyone who has made this compilation possible; to all our
volunteers who made phone calls, typed and read drafts; to those who encouraged,
supported and made constructive criticism; and to everyone who sent tips.
The M.E. Tips Collection is available on the Internet at www.metips.co.uk
If you have any comments, corrections or additional tips write to us at THE M.E.
TIPS COLLECTION – C/O ACTION FOR M.E., P.O. BOX 1302, WELLS, BA5
1YE, UNITED KINGDOM or E-mail: Zoe@metips.co.uk with ‘Tips’ in the subject
heading.
The cartoon illustrations are by Graham Kennedy and Zoë Beveridge.
The M.E. Tips Collection is presented in memory of Alison Hunter.
Zoë, Trevor and Pat Williams and Zoë Beveridge
* DOWSETT E.G, COLBY J Long Term Sickness Absence due to M.E./CFS in UK
Schools: An Epidemiological Study with Medical and Educational Implications
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome 1997; 3:29-42
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How to use this booklet
Words in italics refer to other parts of the booklet e.g. under Reading you will find Talking
Books. Look up Talking Books and there will be more information. Pages 4 - 8 (‘Where to
look for more information’) are also relevant to many sections.
References like AfME Pain Control mean that there is a relevant document available from one
of the M.E. organisations. AfME information sheets are free unless otherwise stated and are
available from Action for M.E. (Wells office). Articles which have been previously published
in their magazine InterAction, can be ordered from the AfME Information Service at Wells.
YAO documents are available on the Young Action Online website or by post. TYMES
magazines and information packs can be obtained from the Tymes Trust address below.
Write to AYME at the address below for their booklets and videos.
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

ACTION FOR M.E. (Membership costs ST£15 per year if you’re from the UK/ST£19.50
if you’re from the ROI), P.O. BOX 1302, WELLS, BA5 1YE, UNITED KINGDOM.
Tel: 0044 1749 670799 Website: www.afme.org.uk
M.E. ASSOCIATION. Membership costs ST£15 per year if you’re from the UK (ST£20
if you’re from the ROI), 4 TOP ANGEL, BUCKINGHAM INDUSTRIAL PARK,
BUCKINGHAM, MK18 ITH, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1280 818960 Helpline:
0044 1375 361 013 Website: www.meassociation.org.uk
TYMES TRUST AND YOUNG ACTION ONLINE, P.O. BOX 4347, STOCK,
INGATESTONE, CM4 9TE, UNITED KINGDOM. Advice Line: 0044 1245 40 10 80
(11am-1pm & 5-7pm Mon-Fri) E-mail: jane@youngactiononline.com Website:
www.youngactiononline.com (The Irish ME/CFS Support Group is an International
Partner Group of the Tymes Trust and the Tymes Trust’s Executive Director, Jane
Colby, is in regular contact with the Irish ME/CFS Support Group and has spoken in
Dublin on M.E.).
AYME (Association of Young People with M.E.), BOX 605, MILTON KEYNES, MK2
2XD, UNITED KINGDOM Tel: 0044 1908 373300 Fax: 0044 1908 274136 E-mail:
info@ayme.org.uk Website: www.ayme.org.uk
IRISH ME/CFS SUPPORT GROUP, PO BOX 3075, DUBLIN 2. TEL: 01-2350965 Email: info@irishmecfs.org Membership costs €15 per year.
IRISH M.E. TRUST, ABBEY HOUSE, ABBEY STREET, DUBLIN 1. Tel: 1890
200912 imet@indigo.ie
NORTHERN IRELAND ME ASSOCIATION, 28 BEDFORD STREET, BELFAST
BT2 7FE Tel: 028-90439831
NORTHERN IRELAND CAMPAIGN FOR ME/CFS HEALTHCARE, 108
STRANMILLISROAD, BELFAST, BT9 5AE. Tel: 028 9066 8688.

When writing to people or organisations mentioned in this booklet, please include a stamped
addressed envelope or E-mail address if possible. If you know someone visiting, passing
through, or living in the UK you could ask them to buy you suitable stamps. People in the
Rep. of Ireland (ROI) could send Sterling Postal Orders or bank drafts. Directory Enquiries
may be able to give up to date telephone numbers. In the UK, phone Directory Enquiries on
192; in the ROI, there are several companies providing Directory Enquiries. For Numbers in
Ireland & Northern Ireland, there’s 11811 (Eircom Ltd), 11844 (Vodafone), 11850 (Conduit
Europe) and 11880 (Esat). For Great British and International numbers, there’s 11818
(Eircom Ltd), 11866 (Vodafone) and 11860 (Conduit Europe). Some of the information will
go out of date. Please let us know about any errors.
M.E. varies a lot in its symptoms and severity; none of the tips will be suitable for everyone.
Take care when trying new things, pace yourself and use your own judgement as to whether
THE IRISH M.E. TIPS COLLECTION - www.metips.co.uk – 2003
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you are up to it. Where a service has been mentioned, the organisation concerned may
provide other services as well.

Where to look for more information:
•

CITIZENS INFORMATION CENTRES provide a free, confidential and impartial
information service to the public on their
rights and entitlements. Each Citizens
Information Centre is an independent
organisation but all are registered with
COMHAIRLE, a public service body that
promotes information and access to social
services. A full up-to-date list giving hours of
opening is available on the COMHAIRLE
website at www.comhairle.ie which also
includes the Citizens Information Database.
FISC (Financial Information Service Centre);
FLAC (Free Legal Advice Centre) & MABS
(Money Advice & Budgeting Service)
available at some Citizens Information
Centres.
• THE SAMARITANS provide confidential
emotional support for anyone in distress or at
risk of suicide. Local branches (details on the website and in the phone book) also have
phone numbers of local helplines and counselling services. Postal service: CHRIS, P.O.
BOX 90 90, STIRLING, FK8 2SA, UNITED KINGDOM. People in Ireland can also
write to their local branch. Tel: 0044 8457 909090 (UK) 1890 609090 (ROI) Textphone:
0044 8457 90 91 92 E-mail: jo@samaritans.org Website: www.samaritans.org (for GB &
Ireland)

In Ireland
•
•

IRISH
MEDICAL
DIRECTORY
OF
PATIENT
SUPPORT
GROUPS
www.imd.ie/suppindx.htm
THE HEALTH BOARDS have statutory responsibility to plan, arrange and oversee
health and personal social services in their respective areas. There are currently three
area health boards located in the eastern region under the guidance of the Eastern
Regional Health Authority (ERHA) and seven regional health boards covering the rest of
the country. The Health Boards provide services directly or arrange for the provision of
services by health professionals, private health service providers, voluntary hospitals and
voluntary/community organisations. These services include community care (Home Help
and public Nurse Services), dental and optical services, assistance with the cost of drugs
and medical appliances, Occupational Therapy, Health Board Payments (such as
Domiciliary Care Allowance, Mobility Allowance, Motorised Transport Grant and the
Long Term Illness Scheme), hospital services and information about charges, medical
cards entitlement and services, General Medical Services Scheme, Nursing Homes (list
of registered homes, standards, subvention and tax relief on fees).
 EASTERN REGIONAL HEALTH AUTHORITY (covering Dublin, Wicklow and
Kildare), MILL LANE, PALMERSTOWN, DUBLIN. Tel: 01 620 1600, Fax: 01 620
160120, Website: www.erha.ie Services are delivered in this region by the three Area
Health Boards and 36 voluntary providers.
THE IRISH M.E. TIPS COLLECTION - www.metips.co.uk – 2003
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• NORTHERN AREA HEALTH BOARD, SWORDS BUSINESS CAMPUS,
BALHEARY ROAD, SWORDS, CO. DUBLIN. Tel: 01 813 1800 Fax 01 813
1870
• SOUTH WESTERN AREA HEALTH BOARD, OAK HOUSE, MILLENNIUM
PARK, NAAS, CO. KILDARE Tel: 045 880 400 Fax 045 880 482
• EAST COAST AREA HEALTH BOARD, SOUTHERN CROSS HOUSE,
BOGHALL ROAD, BRAY. CO. WICKLOW. Tel: 01 201 4200, Fax: 01 201
4201
 MIDLAND HEALTH BOARD (covering counties Laois, Offaly, Longford and
Westmeath). ARDEN RD., TULLAMORE, CO. OFFALY Tel: (0506) 21868,
Website: www.mhb.ie
 MID-WESTERN HEALTH BOARD (covering counties Limerick, Clare and
Tipperary North Riding). 31-33 CATHERINE ST., LIMERICK, Tel: (061) 316655,
Website: www.mwhb.ie
 NORTH-EASTERN HEALTH BOARD (covering counties Louth, Meath, Cavan and
Monaghan). NAVAN RD., KELLS, CO. MEATH, Tel: (046) 40341, Website:
www.nehb.ie
 NORTH-WESTERN HEALTH BOARD (covering counties Donegal, Sligo and
Leitrim). MANORHAMILTON, CO. LEITRIM, Tel: (072) 55123, Website:
www.nwhb.ie
 SOUTH-EASTERN HEALTH BOARD (covering counties Carlow, Kilkenny,
Tipperary South Riding, Waterford, and Wexford). LACKEN, DUBLIN RD.,
KILKENNY, Tel: (056) 51702, Website: www.sehb.ie.
 SOUTHERN HEALTH BOARD (covering counties Cork and Kerry). CORK FARM
CENTRE, DENNEHY'S CROSS, WILTON RD., CORK, Tel: (021) 4545011,
Website: www.shb.ie.
 WESTERN HEALTH BOARD (covering counties Galway, Mayo, and Roscommon).
Website: www.whb.ie website, Tel: (091) 751131, MERLIN PARK REGIONAL
HOSPITAL, GALWAY.
•

COMHAIRLE is the national support agency responsible for the provision of
information, advice and advocacy to members of the public on social services.
COMHAIRLE CENTRAL SERVICES, 7TH FLOOR, HUME HOUSE,
BALLSBRIDGE, DUBLIN 4. Tel: 01 605 9000 Fax: 01 605 9099 Citizens Information
Call Centre 1890 777 121 Monday to Friday 9.00am - 9.00pm E-mail:
comhairle@comhairle.ie Website: www.comhairle.ie Comhairle supports a nationwide network
of 85 Citizens Information Centres. Check the Golden Pages, the Comhairle website or contact
central services for details. They produce a number of publications on various aspects of

rights and entitlements to social services, many of which are available on the website:
http://www.comhairle.ie/information/3.html . Among these are:
Entitlements for People with Disabilities; Where to Complain; Directory of National
Voluntary Organisations (list over 500 organisations with a brief description of their
activities including state and public agencies of interest to the voluntary sector. Price €9
+ p&p from Comhairle, Hume House, Dublin 4. Ireland); Relate – (a monthly
information journal providing information and analysis on social services and related
areas, cost €15.85 per year, post free). Comhairle also publish a range of leaflets
including Information for School Leavers, Information for Part Time Workers and
Information about Medical Cards; All publications from Comhairle are free of charge
except for Relate and the Directory of National Voluntary Organisations.
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ACCESS SERVICE 44 North Great George’s Street, Dublin 1. 9.00 am – 5 pm Monday
– Friday
•

NATIONAL DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTRE, 44 NORTH GREAT GEORGE'S ST.,
DUBLIN 1 Tel: 01 8747503 Fax: 01 87447490 E-mail: nrbdrc@nrb.iol.ie Information and

display centres giving advice on disability equipment, information on local self help and
support groups. Information on statutory service, and other topics of concern and interest
to disabled people. There are approximately 17 centres in Ireland, contact head office for
local addresses. In Northern Ireland: Disabled Living Centre – BELFAST REGIONAL
DISABLEMENT SERVICES, MUSGRAVE PARK HOSPITAL, STOCKMANS LANE,
BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND, BT9 7JB Tel: (028) 9066 9501Fax: (028) 9068 3662
Minicom: (028) 9066 3008

•

•

•

•

•
•

BELFAST REGIONAL DISABLEMENT SERVICES, MUSGRAVE PARK
HOSPITAL, STOCKMANS LANE, BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND BT9 7JB Tel:
(028) 9066 9501 Fax: (028) 9068 3662 Minicom: (028) 9066 3008 Their role is to offer
solutions to practical difficulties in daily living to disabled people, their carers and
people who work with or for them on a professional basis. They provide unbiased,
expert advice and information about equipment, how much it costs, and where to get it.
Advice and information about other issues related to daily living can also be given.
The CITIZENS INFORMATION DATABASE (CID) is an electronic database produced
by Comhairle which covers all aspects of civil and social rights and entitlements in
Ireland. It can be accessed at http://www.cidb.ie/live.nsf
THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & CHILDREN, HAWKINS HOUSE, HAWKINS
STREET, DUBLIN 2. Phone: (01) 6354000, Lo-Call: 1890 200311 Fax: (01) 6354001
Email: info@health.irlgov.ie Website: www.doh.ie .The department’s health information
web page is a good source of information on health and health services in Ireland www.doh.ie/hinfo/index.html . In conjunction with the Health Boards, the Department of
Health and Children provides information including the following: Personal Assistance
for people with disabilities; Day Centres and Day Care; Disability Services; Domiciliary
Care Allowance; Entitlement to Health Services in Ireland; Entitlement to long term
care; OP and Pharmacy Services; OP Services to Medical Card Holders; OPs and Private
Patients; Health Services for Physical, Intellectual or Sensory Disability; Health Services
how they are organised; Hospital Charges; Home improvements for Older People; In
Patient hospital services; Mental Health Services; Mobility Allowance; Motorised
Transport Allowance; National Treatment Purchase Fund; Occupational therapy services;
Out Patient hospital services; Physiotherapy Services; Prescribed Drugs and Medicines;
Private and semi-private hospital care; Private Nursing Homes – regulations; Psychiatric
Patients, rights of; Public Health Nurses; Speech and language therapy services;
Voluntary mental health organisations; Welfare homes.
DISABILITY FEDERATION OF IRELAND 2 SANDYFORD OFFICE PARK,
DUBLIN 18. Tel 01 2959344 Fax 01 2959346 E Mail dfi@iol.ie.
http://ireland.iol.ie/~dfi/ National umbrella body for organisations of and for people with
disabilities. Comprises about 60 organisations. Helps its members deliver best possible
range of services and develops policy on issues relevant to disabled people. Funded by
government and through its member organisations.
CENTER FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING, CARMICHAEL HOUSE, NORTH
BRUNSWICK STREET, DUBLIN 7. Tel 01 8730455. Fax 01 8730998. E Mail
cildub@iol.ie http://www.iol.ie/~cildub/ Organisation for independent living founded by
people with disabilities to promote self determination and civil rights for those with
significant disabilities.
DISABILITY INFORMATION IRELAND LTD, 62 THE SQUARE, MAYNOOTH,
CO. KILDARE Tel: 01-6016344
FORUM OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES Fourth FLOOR, 21 HILL STREET,
DUBLIN 1. Tel 01 8786077 E Mail inforum@indigo.ie www.inforum.ie . Organisation
of people with disabilities. Promotes choice, participation and working together for
disabled persons, as consumers and as a civil rights group. Seminars, debates and open
forums. At least one person with M.E. in Ireland has got a grant for her art work from
THE IRISH M.E. TIPS COLLECTION - www.metips.co.uk – 2003
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•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

the Arts and Disability Ireland Award run by the FORUM OF PEOPLE WITH
DISABILITIES
NATIONAL DISABILITY AUTHORITY 25 CLYDE ROAD, BALLSBRIDGE,
DUBLIN 4. Tel 01 6080400 Fax 01 6609935 http://www.nda.ie/ The National Disability
Authority (NDA) is a new independent agency established under the aegis of the
Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform. The NDA's functions are 1) to act as a
central, national body to assist in the co-ordination and development of disability policy,
2) to undertake research and develop statistical information for the planning, delivery and
monitoring of disability programmes and services, 3) to advise the Minister on standards
for programmes and services and to prepare codes of practice 4) to encourage and
recognise the promotion of equality for people with disabilities
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES IN IRELAND LTD RICHMOND SQUARE,
MORNING STAR AVENUE, DUBLIN 7 Tel 01 8721744 Fax 01 8721771. E Mail
info@pwdi.ie People with Disabilities in Ireland Ltd is the national representative body
for all people with disabilities in Ireland. It promotes self advocacy, awareness of
disability and equality for all, including parents, partners and carers.
ENABLE IRELAND Address: ENABLE IRELAND NATIONAL SERVICES,
SANDYMOUNT AVENUE, DUBLIN 4. Tel: 01 269 5355. Fax: 01 260 1478 e-mail:
info@enableireland.ie www.enableireland.ie Its mission is to “enable those who use our
services to achieve maximum independence, choice and inclusion in their communities.”
They have a quarterly newsletter for disabled people.
OASIS is a resource provided by the Irish Government, which gives information on
public services. It’s at www.oasis.gov.ie
THE IRISH MEDICAL DIRECTORY contains, amongst other things, a national
directory of patient support groups. It is edited on an annual basis by Dr. Maurice
Gueret. It is available online at www.imd.ie or it can be bought from IRISH MEDICAL
DIRECTORY, PO BOX 5049, DUBLIN 6W. Tel: 01 492 6040 Fax: 01 492 6040 E-mail
info@imd.ie
DISABILITY ACTION - NORTHERN IRELAND, 2 ANNUNDALE ROAD,
BELFAST, BT7 3JH Tel: (028) 90491 011 Fax: (028) 90491 627 Minicom: (028) 90645
779 Campaigns for appropriate legislation and provision of benefits to meet the needs of
people with disabilities. It works to change negative attitudes towards disabled people in
society, and to confront discrimination in all spheres of life. They also offer a range of
services to enable disabled people to make informed choices about issues which affect
their lives. They provide an information service, employment and training advice, and a
transport service.
ACCESS WEST is a guide to supports, services and a rights based perspective for people
with physical and sensory disabilities living in the western health board region. This
guide was published by Enable Ireland in collaboration with the Western Health Board.
It is available at www.accesswest.ie It is also available, free of charge, in large print
format, in braille and on audiocassette by contacting ENABLE IRELAND GALWAY,
SEAMUS QUIRKE ROAD, NEWCASTLE, GALWAY, IRELAND. Tel: +353 (0)91
526321
There are many disability groups around Ireland – one is the WATERFORD
DISABILITY NETWORK AT 22 LOWER MAIN STREET, DUNGARVAN, CO.
WATERFORD. Tel: 048 23740 www.waterforddisability.com It is an organisation that
represents people with disabilities, their families, carers and advocates (Physical,
Mental/Emotional, Learning, Sensory and Hidden). It provides a free, confidential
service which includes, information, support and advocacy.
Dublin City Council provide a booklet entitled "PROVIDING SERVICES FOR
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES". It is available on their web site at www.dublincity.ie
It is put out by the Social Inclusion Unit in the Civic Offices. Tel: 01 6755153. E-mail:
socialinclusion@dublincity.ie The information on this website is available on request, in
a number of different formats, such as braille, audio, PDF and large print version to
THE IRISH M.E. TIPS COLLECTION - www.metips.co.uk – 2003
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•

•

ensure maximum accessibility by all to the information contained. Other local
authorities may provide similar services.
CENTRAL REMEDIAL CLINIC, VERNON AVENUE, CLONTARF, DUBLIN 3. Tel
01 8332206 Fax 01 8335496 E Mail tdcrc@iol.ie. http://ireland.iol.ie/tdcrc/crc.htm
Rehab facilities for the physically handicapped, primary school and pre-school nursery
training. Medical rehab services. Vocational assessment. Clinical gait laboratory.
Sheltered workshop and day centre for adolescents and adults. Newsletter. Medical
papers.
Disability Resource Centre Head Office National Rehabilitation Board, 24-25 Clyde
Road, Dublin Tel: (00353) 168 4181Fax: (00353) 1 660 9935 Information and display
centres giving advice on disability equipment, information on local self help and support
groups. Information on statutory service, and other topics of concern and interest to
disabled people. There are approximately 17 centres in Ireland, contact head office for
local addresses.

In Britain
•

•

•

•

•

THE DISABLED LIVING FOUNDATION provides information about equipment
specifically for people with disabilities. 380-384 HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W9
2HU, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 20 7289 6111 Helpline: 0044 845 130 9177
Minicom: 0044 20 7432 8009 E-mail: advice@dlf.org.uk Website: www.dlf.org.uk
RADAR. Pan-disability campaigning organisation that gives advice and information on
non-medical issues. 12 CITY FORUM, 250 CITY ROAD, LONDON EC1V 8AF,
UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 20 7250 3222 Minicom: 0044 20 7250 4119 E-mail:
radar@radar.org.uk Website: www.radar.org.uk
THE GLOUCESTERSHIRE HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICE (THE GUIDE),
FREEPOST SWC 4299, GLOUCESTER GL1 2ZZ, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044
1452 33 11 31 E-mail: enquiries@guide-information.org.uk Website: www.guideinformation.org.uk provides information about illnesses and treatments, self help groups,
complaints procedures, the Patients’ Charter etc. They may be able to give details of
similar services in other areas.
Local disability information lines, contact DIAL UK, ST CATHERINES, TICK HILL
RD, DONCASTER, DN4 8QN, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1302 310123 for your
local number. E-mail dialuk@aol.com Website: www.dialuk.org.uk
REMAP’s volunteer engineers, craftsmen and occupational therapists design and
construct otherwise unavailable equipment for people with individual needs due to
disability. Projects undertaken by the charity’s local panels are varied and include
designing a hoist for lifting shopping to an upstairs room, arm supports, a computer
keyboard support to be used lying down, and wheelchair adaptations such as ‘sand
wheels’ for beach trips. There is no charge to the person supplied with the equipment
though a donation towards materials is welcomed.
REMAP, HAZELDENE,
IGHTHAM, SEVENOAKS, KENT, TN15 4AD, UNITED KINGDOM Tel: 0044 845
1300 456 Website: www.remap.org.uk
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How To find out more about M.E.
THE IRISH ME/CFS SUPPORT GROUP (in the ROI) and
ACTION FOR M.E. (in the UK) can provide details of
LOCAL M.E. GROUPS or individual local contacts. Write
to IRISH ME/CFS SUPPORT GROUP, PO BOX 3075,
DUBLIN 2. Tel: 01-2350965 or ACTION FOR M.E. P.O.
BOX 1302, WELLS, BA5 1YE, UNITED KINGDOM. or
ring 0044 1749 670799
• THE M.E. ASSOCIATION, 4 TOP ANGEL,
BUCKINGHAM INDUSTRIAL PARK, BUCKINGHAM,
MK18 ITH, UNITED KINGDOM. and ACTION FOR
M.E. P.O. BOX 1302, WELLS, BA5 1YE, UNITED
KINGDOM. both have a range of leaflets and a quarterly
magazine, among other services.
• IRISH ME/CFS SUPPORT GROUP, PO BOX 3075,
DUBLIN 2.
Tel: 01-2350965 also produces a
newsletter/magazine, 4-5 times per year. All enquirers also
receive a free information pack.
Action for M.E. and some local M.E. groups have libraries from which members can
borrow books about the illness and sometimes tapes, relaxation tapes or videos. Local
libraries also lend books on M.E., and may be able to order books not on the shelves or
out of print.
CO-CURE (Co-Operate And Communicate For A Cure) list and website has up to date
news and many medical references. Website: www.co-cure.org
AXFORD’S ABODE includes links to international sites.
Website:
http://freespace.virgin.net/david.axford/me.htm
•

•

•
•

The Role of Social Services
[Irish Editor: This section was written for the UK] Social Services provide things like
home helps, meals on wheels/frozen meals delivery, home care, respite care, assistance
with getting up or bathing. Eligibility depends on an assessment of your needs. It is
worth thinking carefully about your needs beforehand, as the person assessing you may
not be familiar with the often profound but invisible effects of M.E. There is a charge for
services, which varies depending on your financial circumstances. Self-referral is
possible.
• One of the roles of Occupational Therapists (OTs) is to provide suggestions about what
equipment might be useful for your needs. They are able to provide some equipment on
long-term loan.
Benefits; Carers; Doctors; Education; Young People
InterAction 30; 1999; pages 14-15 Social Services – a rough guide

•
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A-Z of Tips
Bed - There are contoured pillows that hold the head and neck in a better position. But Robin
McKenzie in his book ‘Treat Your Own Neck’ recommends pillows that you can adjust to
your shape as being the best. He writes ‘ideally feathers or kapok, with rubber or foam chips
as a second choice. Make a hollow for your head and bunch the edge to form a thick support
for your neck. If the pillow does not provide adequate support for your neck, use a supportive
roll in addition. Make a soft foam roll of about 8cm in diameter and 45cm long. Place this
inside your pillowcase, on top of the pillow and along its lower border. Alternatively, use a
small hand towel of about 50cm long and wide. Fold this in half and roll it loosely, then wind
it round your neck and pin the ends together in front. The measurements are a guide, each
person needs to experiment for himself.’
When lying on your side, it may improve comfort to have a pillow or cushion between
your knees. Try bunching a duvet around your head, neck and back; you can change its shape
to support you in different ways. You may find a small towel helpful sometimes to give extra
support for your lower back. An unsuitable mattress can cause much discomfort. If you have
the opportunity to try different types in a shop or when you stay somewhere else this may
give you some idea of what you need. Joint pain may mean that the surface of the mattress is
too hard, and back pain that it is too soft. The ideal is a good level of support with a soft
surface. Mattress overlays can be obtained which may help if the mattress is too hard.
Pressure relieving measures can be beneficial for painful muscles or joints and for general
comfort, as well as for prevention of sores (see Pressure Sores).
A bed cradle keeps the weight of the covers off your feet, or
you could try a pillow by your feet. You may need to use a
double duvet or a blanket on the end to reduce draughts. If you
are at risk of falling out of bed, consider getting a bed guard.
Don’t be embarrassed to lie down in company or to have visitors
when you are in bed. Use lightweight drawers, tidy pockets,
shelving systems and containers to keep frequently used items
organised and within reach. One person with M.E. attaches her
watch to a table light instead of her wrist. Although some parts of the room are likely to be
visually busy, have a specific area for work/clutter and try to include other areas which are
more peaceful to look at, in order to avoid an over-stimulating environment. Drawers are less
visually over-stimulating than shelves, or you can have a piece of material attached to the
front of shelving systems so that you don’t have to look at everything.
• HOMECARE MEDICAL SUPPLIES IRELAND
KNOCK RD, KILTIMAGH,
CO.MAYO
Tel: 094-81361 Fax: 094-81370 TERRYLAND RETAIL PK,
HEADFORD ROAD, GALWAY Tel Lo
Call:1890 390 590 Tel:091-567812
Fax:
091-567812
E-Mail:
hcms@eircom.net
Website:
www.homecaremedicalsupplies.ie They have a variety of products e g. for seating,
bathing, for the bed, for mobility (wheelchairs and scooters)
• FOAM FOR COMFORT, UNIT TWO, WYTHER LANE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
WYTHER LANE, KIRKSTALL, LEEDS, LS5 3BT, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044
845 345 8101 Fax: 0044 845 345 8102 E-mail: info@foamforcomfort.co.uk Website:
www.foamforcomfort.co.uk Foam For Comfort sell mattresses, pillows, cushions and are
happy to discuss individual needs.
• SPENCO soft mattresses overlays can be obtained from SPENCO HEALTHCARE
INTERNATIONAL, 45 LONDON ROAD, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX, RH12 1AN,
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UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1403 321900 E-mail: sales@spenco-healthcare.co.uk
Website: www.spenco-healthcare.co.uk These are sometimes available through district
nurses or occupational therapists.
Clothes; Environmental Control Systems; Nature; Over-Stimulation; Pain; Passive Physio;
Plugs; Pressure Sores; Resting; Severe M.E.; Sitting; Sleep; Stairs; Temperature Control;
Tray; Wheelchairs
Benefits - Make sure you know what social security/welfare benefits you may be entitled to.
Some forms are complex and M.E. doesn’t fit easily into the boxes. Work out what to say
about your illness and somehow fit it into the form. Keep photocopies of forms and other
documents. Make a note of when your sick note runs out as you will need to see your doctor
then.
• BENEFITS ENQUIRY LINE (Northern Ireland) Freephone: 0800 220674.
• There are a lot of details on the different sections of the DEPT OF SOCIAL,
COMMUNITY & FAMILY AFFAIRS in the green pages at the front of the Eircom
phone book. Also, E-mail: info@welfare.ie Website: www.welfare.ie It says “The
Information Officer in your Social Welfare Local Office will be happy to give you
advice on all Social Welfare matters, or help you fill in forms, explain leaflets.”
• SOCIAL WELFARE APPEALS OFFICE (ROI) D’OLIER HOUSE, D’OLIER
STREET, DUBLIN 2.
LoCall 1890 747434
THE BRITISH AND IRISH
OMBUDSMAN ASSOCIATION (BIOA) www.bioa.org.uk lists the ombudsmen and
other complaint-handling bodies who may be able to help you, if you have a complaint.
Ombudsmen are an independent and impartial means of resolving certain disputes
outside the courts. They cover various public and private bodies and look into matters
after a complaint has been made to the relevant body.
• OMBUDSMAN IRELAND, 18 LOWER LEESON STREET, DUBLIN 2 TEL: 353 1
6785222 FAX: 353 1 6610570 investigates complaints about administrative action, delay
or inaction of Government Departments and Offices, Local Authorities, Health Boards
and the postal service. A complainant may write, e-mail, telephone or call personally to
the Office to submit a complaint. The Ombudsman is also the Information Commissioner
and, in that capacity, he reviews the decisions of public bodies in relation to matters
covered
by
the
Freedom
of
Information
Act,
1997.
E-mail:
ombudsman@ombudsman.irlgov.ie
Website:
www.irlgov.ie/ombudsman/
(Ombudsman)
www.irlgov.ie/oic/ (Information Commissioner).
• DISABILITY ALLIANCE, UNIVERSAL HOUSE, 88-94 WENTWORTH STREET,
LONDON E1 75A, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 20 7247 8776.
N.B. the following refer to UK benefits. AfME A guide to benefits; AfME Incapacity Benefit
– Personal Capability Assessment ST£1.50; AfME Personal Capability Revisions and
Appeals ST£2.50; AfME Disability Living Allowance – Filling in the form ST£1.00; AfME
Disability Living Allowance – Revisions and Appeals ST£2.50; AfME Therapeutic Earnings
– The New Rules; AfME Benefits for Students; AfME Disability Living Allowance for
children under 16 ST£1.00; InterAction 34; 2000; pages 30-32 Benefits – DLA guide;
InterAction 35; 2000; pages 36-37 Benefits – DLA appeals guide; InterAction 30; 1999; page
17 Money matters – private health insurance; InterAction 36; 2001; pages 20-21 Housing
issues and benefits
Buzzers - There are various types of buzzer, with and without an
intercom, to enable people to call their carer/P.A. A doorbell intercom,
portable doorbell, or baby intercom monitor (e.g. from ARGOS or
MOTHERCARE) may be useful for this purpose. Some carers carry a
mobile phone or pager so that they can be contacted when they are out.
• Emergency buttons are available which are worn around the neck.
For more information contact AGE CONCERN AID CALL Tel: 0044
800 772266 Website: www.aidcall.co.uk
Carers; Door; Environmental Control Systems
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Carers - If you rely on carers/Personal Assistants and are often too ill to explain what you
want them to do, develop a system so that you can leave instructions when you do have the
energy. Some people use index cards, with each card having instructions about a particular
job. Having detailed instructions written out also makes it easier when there is a new
carer/PA. Another possibility is to leave a recorded message on a dictaphone or tape
recorder. Having a routine can also help. Local authorities (in the UK anyway) now have
the option (although not the duty) to make Direct Payments to people with disabilities as an
alternative to the client using social services own care provision. This gives the client more
options to enable them to purchase suitable care, although it also involves taking on extra
responsibilities. RADAR has a pack of information about Direct Payments Tel: 0044 20 7250
3222. There is also an article about Direct Payments on the M.E. Tips website.
• CARERS ASSOCIATION NATIONAL OFFICE: METROPOLE CTR, JAMES ST.
KILKENNY. Helpline: 1800-240724 Phone: (056) 21424 Fax: (056) 21446 Email:
nationalcareline@carersireland.com Website: www.carersireland.com The Carers
Association is the national voluntary organisation of Family Carers in the home. It is
owned and controlled by Carers and represents their interests as well as providing a
range of supports and services.
• CARING FOR CARERS IRELAND ABBEY ARCADE, ABBEY STREET, ENNIS,
CO. CLARE.
Helpline: (065) 6821313 Phone/Fax: (065) 6866515 Email:
caringforcarers@eircom.net Caring For Carers aims to promote the health, well being
and quality of life of Family Carers and those for whom they care. Providing recognition,
respite care, information, training and advocacy to promote social inclusion within the
context of the Carers Charter.
• CARELINK Tel: 0044 845 762 6536 have a database of organisations and counsellors.
They arrange short-term respite care with volunteer families.
• IRISH RED CROSS “HELPING YOU TO CARE” (FREE) INFO PACK: includes a
Directory and Reference Guide for Care and a Practical Booklet for Care & Hygiene.
People told us they would like more information on: practical care skills, support groups,
caring agencies, statutory bodies, caring for the carer. Entitlements, legal respite services,
nutrition, hygiene, counselling, making a will, funeral arrangements, the grieving process
and discharge from hospital. This Pack contains all that, and more. To order additional
Free Information Packs please contact the Helping You to Care Careline on 1850 650
651.
• CARING AND SHARING ASSOCIATION (CASA) CARMICHAEL HOUSE, NORTH
BRUNSWICK STREET, DUBLIN 7. Tel 01 8725300 Fax 01 8725370. also 7
PARLIAMENT STREET, CORK. Tel 021 4279508 Fax 021 4279523. Organisation of
voluntary helpers and disabled people. Socials, bus trips, holiday centres, annual Lourdes
pilgrimages.
• THE CHESHIRE FOUNDATION OF IRELAND 1-4 ADELAIDE ROAD,
GLASTHULE, CO DUBLIN. Tel 01 2804879 Fax 01 2804594. E Mail info@cheshirefoundation.ie Runs 14 accomodation centres for adults with physical disabilities
throughout the country. Over 280 people live on a permanent basis in these centres. New
Outreach services in Dublin and Wicklow.
• IRISH WHEELCHAIR ASSOCIATION ARAS CHUCHULAIN, BLACKHEATH
DRIVE, CLONTARF, DUBLIN 3. Tel 01 8186400. Fax 01 8333873. E Mail
info@iwa.ie. http://www.iwa.ie/ IWA aims for full integration of people with disabilities
in the community. Services include: Respite Care; Family & Carer Supports; Social
Work; Occupational Therapy; Wheelchair Sales, Loan & Repairs; Driving Tuition;
Adapted Transport; Independent Living Training; Day Resource Centres; Peer
Counselling; Sports; Housing.
• PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES IN IRELAND LTD RICHMOND SQUARE,
MORNING STAR AVENUE, DUBLIN 7 Tel 01 8721744 Fax 01 8721771. E Mail
info@pwdi.ie People with Disabilities in Ireland Ltd is the national representative body
for all people with disabilities in Ireland. It promotes self advocacy, awareness of
disability and equality for all, including parents, partners and carers.
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ACTION FOR M.E. has information about holidays and respite care, AfME, P.O. BOX
1302, WELLS, BA5 1YE, UNITED KINGDOM.
• MEACH TRUST, 25 TURNPIKE WAY, ASHINGTON, WEST SUSSEX, RH20 3QG,
UNITED KINGDOM. Website: www.meach.org Raising money with the primary aim of
setting up care homes specifically for people with severe M.E.
• DOGS FOR THE DISABLED, THE FRANCES HAY CENTRE, BLACKLOCKS
HILL, BANBURY, OXON, OX17 2BS, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1295 252 600
E-mail: info@dogsforthedisabled.org Website: www.dogsforthedisabled.org supply
trained dogs to help disabled people
Coping Strategies; Pacing; Parenting; People; Writing; Young People (see also page 3: The
Role of Social Services)
InterAction 33; 2000; pages 22-23 Caring for carers; Is Direct Payments for M.E. (on the
M.E. Tips website)
•

Celebrations - Life with M.E. can be monotonous. One idea is to turn some days into gentle
celebrations. For example, on 14th July (Bastille Day), how about wearing a
Breton T-shirt and eating croissants, on 4th July (American Independence
Day), maybe listen to a bit of American music and have apple pie; for
Hogmanay; tartan, bagpipes and shortbread. Other possibilities include
Chinese New Year, Bonfire Night, World Vegan Day (1st November), and
National Poetry Day. If you would like to see in the new year, but can’t
stay up late without ill effects, try going to sleep at the usual time on New
Year’s Eve and getting woken up just before midnight. Birthdays and Christmas can be
emotionally difficult. Re-prioritise your Christmas, choosing which traditions suit you and
your illness, and dumping those that don’t. Try to do activities such as shopping, cooking,
writing and wrapping up in advance so that if you are ill you won’t be worrying that there is
so much to do. If you want to put a letter in with Christmas cards, writing just one and getting
it photocopied saves energy (also good for thank you letters). Keep a supply of suitable cards,
small presents and wrapping paper handy and use a birthday book or list. To avoid having to
find the end of the Sellotape every time, use a dispenser (which can be used one-handed).
You may find it more enjoyable to celebrate your birthday or Christmas over a two or
three-week period e.g. stagger visitors or telephone calls and open cards and presents on
different days. Use other people’s arms to open cards and presents if it’s easier for you.
Presents are easier to open if they have the minimum amount of sticky tape, and tissue paper
is easier to rip. Envelopes don’t always need to be stuck closed. Depending on the illness, it
is possible to include people with M.E. in events such as weddings and parties which they are
unable to attend. For example they may be able to look at photos, watch or listen to a video
or cassette of a wedding, receive a phone call from a party or enjoy a piece of cake or buffet.
Even a simple message or note to show that they were remembered can mean a great deal, and
if the illness is severe this may be all they are well enough for.
• CRAFT CREATIONS, INGERSOLL HOUSE, DELAMARE ROAD, CHESHUNT,
EN8 9HD, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1992 781900 sell recycled paper bags in
different designs. This makes wrapping presents easier and avoids the difficulties
presented by particular shapes.
Computer; Coping Strategies; Funerals; Games; Holidays; Pacing; Quality of Life; Writing
Virtual Holidays (article on the M.E. Tips website)
Chemical Sensitivities - If you have become sensitive to chemicals,
make sure that you, and if necessary those around you, stick to
unscented, non-aerosol deodorants, toiletries, and cleaning products.
Try to find ‘natural’ alternatives. Bicarbonate of soda can be used as
a cleaning agent, (it can be bought more cheaply from a chemists)
and table salt as a scouring powder. White vinegar mixed half-andhalf with water can be used to clean glass or remove scale and stains. Certain plants help to
clean the air. New clothes might need a good soak and/or washing a few times to reduce the
chemicals. Printed material, especially on shiny paper, can cause problems, but may improve
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after an airing. Open post in a different room so that you can get away from it if it causes
symptoms. If your skin reacts, try wearing gloves. Read second-hand books instead of new
ones, as some of the chemicals will have been released. If you react to other people’s
perfume, deodorant etc. it may be possible to get a letter from your doctor stating that you
have allergies or chemical sensitivities and listing problem substances. This can be
photocopied and sent in advance to people who are visiting your house, asking them to avoid
these things. It may be worth going to stay somewhere else if you or a neighbour are having
work done. Some materials release chemicals for a short time and then stop, others continue
off-gassing.
• KLEE PAPER, 89 NORTH CIRCULAR ROAD, DUBLIN 7. Tel: 01-8383544. Fax:
018385943. Stock a lot of ecologically friendly products that can may not affect some
people.
• The book, “CLEANING YOURSELF TO DEATH”, by Irish author Pat Thomas, gives
practical information and tips on how to lessen one’s exposure to toxins, and on natural
alternatives. Publisher: Gill & MacMillan (Oct'01) ISBN: 0-7171-3162-9 Price: €11.50
• Multiple Chemical Sensitivity – A Survival Guide by Pamela Reed Gibson ISBN 157224-173-X ST£12.99 €18.83 (approx). This book contains lots of information on
living with multiple chemical sensitivities.
• THE ALLERGY SHOP, 2 MOUNT PLACE, LEWES, EAST SUSSEX, BN7 17H,
UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1273 472127 Sells non-allergenic and biodegradable
cleaning products, toiletries, vitamins and minerals.
• THE HEALTHY HOUSE, COLD HARBOUR, RUSCOMBE, STROUD, GLOS. GL6
6DA, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 870 331 33 33 Fax: 0044 1453 752216 E-mail:
info@healthy-house.co.uk Website: www.healthy-house.co.uk This company supplies
things like filter masks, air purifiers (including one for cars), paints and water purifiers.
• THE NATURAL COLLECTION, ECO HOUSE, MONMOUTH PLACE, BATH, BA1
2DQ, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 870 331 33 33 Fax: 0044 1225 469 673 E-mail:
info@naturalcollection.com Website: www.naturalcollection.com Sells E-cloths (which
clean with just water), and cleaning products as well as a range of other environmentally
considered products.
• THE SOIL ASSOCIATION, BRISTOL HOUSE, 40-56 VICTORIA STREET,
BRISTOL, BS1 6BY, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 117 9290661 E-mail:
info@soilassociation.org Website: www.soilassociation.org Can supply information
about organic produce. Their guide ‘The Organic Directory’ has a comprehensive list of
outlets and organic box schemes in the UK.
• HONESTY COSMETICS, LUMFORD MILL, BAKEWELL, DERBYSHIRE, DE45
1GS, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1629 814888 Fax: 0044 1629 814 111 E-mail:
info@honestycosmetics.co.uk Website: www.honestycosmetics.co.uk Sells household
cleaning products, deodorant stone, and unscented beauty products.
• AURO NATURAL PAINTS, UNIT 2, PAMPHILLIONS FARM, DEBDEN, SAFFRON
WALDEN, CB11 3JT, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1799 543077 Fax: 0044 1799
542187 E-mail: sales@auroorganic.co.uk Website: www.auroorganic.co.uk
Doctors; Drinking; Dust; Nature; Pain
InterAction 31; 1999; pages 18-19 Chemical Sensitivities
Child Protection Procedures - Although designed to protect children from abuse, there have
been some cases in the UK where the law has been used to try to enforce controversial
treatment on children with M.E. Tymes Trust and AYME can put people in touch with
professionals who may be of help in such a situation.
Young People
YAO Social Services & Children with M.E. - Misunderstandings, Child Protection
Procedures, Ways Out of the Nightmare; TYMES Magazine Issue 26 ST£1.50 (includes
coverage of recent cases) ; InterAction 29; 1999; pages 30-31 Care orders and the Child
Protection Act by Nigel Speight
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Christian - Many clergy are happy to bring Holy Communion to people who
can’t get to church. Some churches are able to make tape recordings of
services and talks.
• CHRISTIAN
M.E.
PRAYER
FELLOWSHIP
E-mail:
carolyn.jowett@ouvip.com There are two telephone groups and a postal
group, a fortnightly list, and a monthly newsletter.
• CARE FOR NORTHERN IRELAND, 75 HOLLYWOOD ROAD,
BELFAST BT4 3BA Tel: 0289 067 1200 Website: www.care.org.uk
have a database of organisations and counsellors. They arrange shortterm respite care with volunteer families.
Meditation; Special Interest Groups
Clothes - If lying down for long periods, avoid garments with pockets or bulky seams.
Jumble sales and charity shops sell clothes more cheaply, which is especially useful if you
have difficulty finding clothes that are comfortable. Try out different types of garments to see
which cause you the least pain or discomfort. You may be surprised and find that, for
example, a lightweight silk shirt is better than a nightie or T-shirt. Slippery material slides
easily over the skin and may irritate your muscles less; slippery clothes and sheets can also
make it a bit easier to turn over in bed. Cotton clothes may be best for sensitive skin. Socks
that would usually be considered too big might be better than a close-fitting size. Wellcushioned trainers may be more comfortable than slippers. There is no need to get changed in
the morning and evening as long as you wear clothes that are comfortable enough to sleep in
– change when you are well enough. Try not to be embarrassed if you are better off wearing
nightclothes. You may be able to find some in a ‘daytime’ style, or try elasticated trousers
and a T-shirt. Trousers which are loose around the waist can ease
abdominal pain. Front fastening bras are easier to take on and off
and cardigans are easier than jumpers. Fasten shoes by bringing your
feet up on a chair or step rather than putting your head down. If you
have difficulty with zips and buttons replace them with press-studs or
Velcro (bear in mind that Velcro catches on some materials). A carer
could do up most of the buttons before you get dressed, leaving the
top one undone so that you can slip it over your head. Fleeces are
warm and lightweight. Wearing several layers of thin clothes is more
flexible for temperature control, or use blankets and a duvet. If you
can’t wear long sleeved tops and don’t mind looking unusual in order to keep warm, try
cutting the sleeves off a sweatshirt, hem the top of each sleeve with some elastic (not too
tight) and wear the sleeves with a top you can tolerate. Alternatively, use leg warmers or a
loose tubigrip bandage. Another option is to wear a shirt back to front – it is easier to take on
and off while lying down and shouldn’t irritate your back muscles. Soft padding can be sewn
into sleeves to give pressure relief for elbows. If it is difficult to get things washed, it may be
worth having extra garments, sheets etc.
• KIWI SLIPPERS, ST MARGARET, HARLESTON, NORFOLK, IP20 0TB, UNITED
KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1986 783333 E-mail: sales@kiwislippers.com Website:
www.kiwislippers.com sell sheepskin slippers.
Pain; Pressure sores; Temperature Control
Computer - There are several ways of making computers easier to use. A type of adjustable
armrest is available. You rest your arms on them and then you can move your arms more
freely (although it takes a bit of time to get used to). This can be used in combination with a
computer keyboard that can be split and a foam pad to rest your wrists on. If you find using a
mouse difficult you can get a large track ball where you use the whole hand. Alternatively
you can use a small square pad where you point with your finger or a special pen instead of a
mouse. A strong trolley that can slide over the bed may enable you to use a computer in bed.
Some keyboards are specially shaped to reduce fatigue. Tilt the screen so that you can use the
computer in a more comfortable position. Software is available which is voice responsive,
enabling the user to dictate into their computer and operate all functions, including E-mail, by
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voice. You can use a combination of voice, keyboard and mouse if you want to. You can
create your own macros – such as your address or a standard paragraph, and call it up by
saying a certain word. However some types are better than others.
One individual with experience of these programs is Barry Brooks
and he is willing to tell people with M.E. more about them, Fax:
0044 20 8286 4774 E-mail: bbatlarge@yahoo.co.uk Some
programs can minimize the number of letters typed by guessing the
word or phrase as you type it (e.g. newer versions of Word for
Windows). Others give you the option of having text read aloud by
the computer (e.g. TextHELP! Read and Write). If you can’t sit in
front of the PC, print out your incoming E-mails and write E-mails
to send on paper and ask someone else to type them. Computers
can be used for organising lists, appointments etc. Energy can be saved by using standard
letters that can be sent to more than one person, and printed labels for addressing envelopes.
• ENABLE IRELAND SANDYMOUNT AVENUE, DUBLIN 4 Tel: (01) 269 5355 Fax:
(01) 260 1478 e-mail: info@enableireland.ie Web: www.enableireland.ie may be able to
help with information and advice.
• Anti-radiation screen filters are available by mail order from THE GREEN
STATIONERY COMPANY, STUDIO ONE, 114 WALCOT STREET, BATH, BA1
5BG, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1225 480556 E-mail: jay@greenstat.co.uk
Website: www.greenstat.co.uk
• Computerised jigsaws can be played lying down and with less need for movement and
co-ordination. They can be downloaded from www.jigzone.com
• A ‘Page Up’ is a small gadget which holds a piece of paper (or several)
www.mypageup.com
Education; Headaches; Memory; Reading; Speech Difficulties; Writing
TYMES Magazine Internet Special ST£1.50 InterAction 37; 2001; pages 14-16 Computers
and M.E.
Cooking - Food processors, electric can openers, lightweight mixers, electric knife sharpeners
and electric knives can make cooking a lot easier, but not all are practical or suit your
particular needs. Take any opportunity to try them before buying. If knives are kept sharp it
takes less force to chop food. Organise your kitchen so that the things you use most often are
within easy reach. Make as few movements as possible when cooking a meal. Using a small
jug to carry water to a kettle or pan, avoids lifting a whole pan full of water. Kettle tippers,
available from disability catalogues, hold the weight of the kettle or jug to make it easier to
pour. Eat simple meals requiring minimum effort to cook and prepare. Sit down wherever
possible; potatoes can be peeled in an armchair. Keep a tall stool or office chair in the
kitchen. Cooking vegetables in a wire basket in a saucepan saves lifting a heavy pan. When
able, prepare extra quantities and freeze some for a later date. Portions of casseroles, mashed
potato, cooked rice, ham, sauces for pasta, and fresh cream in ice cube moulds can also be
frozen. Find out which fresh foods and vegetables freeze well. Keep a supply of convenience
foods for bad days. A microwave is useful for re-heating. You may be eligible for social
services help such as: meals on wheels, frozen meals delivery service, or a carer who will
cook for you. If you are having visitors, think about getting a takeaway, preparing food in
advance, asking guests to bring a dish or getting them to do the cooking. Paper plates and
disposable knives and forks save washing up if you don’t have a helper.
• "FRIENDS OF THE FOUNDATION", 1 CLANWILLIAM SQUARE, GRAND
CANAL QUAY, DUBLIN 2 Tel:
01 6618188 Fax:
01 6618261 Website:
www.arthritis-foundation.com/sales/catalog/contents.htm
Email: info@arthritisfoundation.com The Arthitis Foundation of Ireland stock many products for disabled
people.
Drinking; Eating; Grip; Household; Pacing; Shopping; Sitting
Coping Strategies - Different people have different ways of coping. It is up to each
individual to find out which strategies suit them best at that time. Be patient with yourself,
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you are living with a very difficult illness; it is natural to feel frustrated and angry sometimes.
It is common to feel guilty for being or staying ill, but try not to blame yourself; it’s just bad
luck. Sometimes it will be appropriate for you to grieve your losses and feel sorry for
yourself. Have a good cry when you feel the need to. At other times it will be appropriate to
try and pick yourself up emotionally, and distract yourself from your problems. It can help to
remember that there are other people suffering too; people who are going through similar
problems and people who are suffering due to other reasons such as hunger or war. Take one
day at a time, and look after your emotional well-being. Remember that you are no more or
less valuable than anyone else. Identify small pleasures and take time to do things that you
enjoy (see Quality of Life). Where possible avoid situations which make you feel stressed or
unhappy. Things which are difficult but necessary can sometimes be less stressful if you
break them down into more manageable chunks and tackle them before they become urgent.
Try to balance demoralising tasks with activities you will find enjoyable or relaxing.
Although you can’t have a day off being ill, you might still be able to have regular breaks
from ‘jobs’. It is difficult to express emotion with very limited energy. Here are some
possibilities: Express it by talking to someone, in poetry, art or writing, or in prayer. Listen to
music appropriate for your mood. Squish a whoopee cushion; pop bubble wrap; throw a soft
toy on the floor; or play with Playdough. Tear up scrap paper (thin paper such as tissue paper
takes less energy); scribble all over scrap paper or write down angry words and then rip them
up. Watch a candle, use relaxation or meditation (see Resting).
• MENTAL HEALTH IRELAND, MENSANA HOUSE, 6 ADELAIDE STREET, DUN
LAOGHAIRE, CO. DUBLIN. Phone: (01) 2841166 Fax: (01) 2841736 Email:
information@mentalhealthireland.ie Website: www.mentalhealthireland.ie A national
voluntary organisation which aims to promote positive mental health and to actively
support persons with a mental illness, their families and carers by identifying their needs
and advocating their rights.
• IRISH ASSOCIATION FOR COUNSELLING & PSYCHOTHERAPY, 8
CUMBERLAND STREET, DUN LAOGHAIRE, CO. DUBLIN. Phone: (01) 2300061,
Helpline: (01) 2300061 Fax: (01) 2300064 Email: iacp@irish-counselling.ie Website:
www.irish-counselling.ie Publishes a national directory of ACP accredited counsellors
and psychotherapists, operates a telephone referral helpline, runs accreditation schemes
for individuals, supervisors and courses.
• IRISH WHEELCHAIR ASSOCIATION ARAS CHUCHULAIN, BLACKHEATH
DRIVE, CLONTARF, DUBLIN 3. Tel 01 8186400. Fax 01 8333873. E Mail
info@iwa.ie. http://www.iwa.ie/ IWA aims for full integration of people with disabilities
in the community. Services include: Respite Care; Family & Carer Supports; Social
Work; Occupational Therapy; Wheelchair Sales, Loan & Repairs; Driving Tuition;
Adapted Transport; Independent Living Training; Day Resource Centres; Peer
Counselling; Sports; Housing.
• MIND mental health promotion booklets cost ST£1 each, ST£3 for 5 or ST£4.50 for 10
plus postage. Titles include ‘How to assert yourself’; ‘How to cope with loneliness’;
‘How to look after yourself’ and ‘How to recognise the early signs of mental distress’.
MIND PUBLICATIONS, GRANTA HOUSE, 15-19 BROADWAY, LONDON, E15
4BQ, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 20 8519 2122 Fax: 0044 20 8522 1725 E-mail:
publications@mind.org.uk Website: www.mind.org.uk
• THE SAMARITANS provide confidential emotional support for anyone in distress or at
risk of suicide. Local branches (details on the website and in the phone book) also have
phone numbers of local helplines and counselling services. Postal service: CHRIS, P.O.
BOX 90 90, STIRLING, FK8 2SA, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 8457 909090
Textphone: 0044 8457 90 91 92 (UK) 1890 609090 (ROI) E-mail: jo@samaritans.org
Website: www.samaritans.org
• Membership of the M.E. ASSOCIATION costs ST£15 per year if you’re from the UK
and ST£19.50 from the ROI. They have a listening ear service for members. 4 TOP
ANGEL, BUCKINGHAM INDUSTRIAL PARK, BUCKINGHAM, MK18 1TH,
UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1280 818 960 Helpline: 0044 1375 361 013 Website:
www.meassociation.org.uk
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‘Surviving M.E. Practical Strategies For Coming To Terms With Chronic Fatigue’ by
Joyce Fox. ISBN 0 09 181472 3. This book offers guidance on coping with the
emotional impact of M.E. At the time of publication, it was out of print, but you could
try your local library or M.E. Group.
Celebrations; Holidays; Nature; Pacing; Parenting; People; Quality of Life; Resting; Young
People
InterAction 37; 2001; pages 35-37 Counselling – telephone service for M.E.; InterAction 22;
1996; pages 9-10 Counselling and Psychotherapy guide; InterAction 29; 1999; page 32
Depression and M.E.; InterAction 26; 1998; pages 26-27 Abuse, Trauma and M.E.;
InterAction 24; 1997; pages 33-34 Loneliness; InterAction 34; 2000; pages 36-37 low self
esteem; InterAction 38; 2001; pages 6-8 Recovery – making the adjustment; InterAction 36;
2001; pages 24-25 Stigma; InterAction 28; 1998; page 26, also issue 31; 1999; pages 28-30
Suicidal feelings
•

Doctors - Work out what you want to say before a doctor’s appointment and write a list as a
memory jogger. It might be worth taking a tape recorder and asking if you could record
important consultations, in case you’re not well enough to take everything in at the time. If
travelling is likely to be bad for your health do ask (and keep asking) for a home visit or
contact by phone, letter or E-mail. You might be able to send a representative, such as a wellbriefed friend or carer, and get it tape recorded in your absence. Find out what you can about
M.E., as your doctor may not know very much about it. Doctors, as well as patients, find this
illness frustrating and difficult. Information sheets are available from M.E. organisations.
See page 9 ‘How to find out more about M.E.’. Action for M.E., the Irish ME/CFS Support
Group and possibly your local M.E. group, have a lending library for members. If you want
to ask a specific question of a doctor with experience of M.E. some of the M.E. magazines
have a ‘Dear Doctor’ column. The ‘Professionals Referral Facility’ is a network of
professionals in the UK, including doctors, available to Tymes Trust members, who will
advise families direct (see Young People for details of Tymes Trust). You could ask your
local group or contact if they know of any understanding doctors in your area. If you are very
unhappy with your GP, you should be able to change. You can ask for a preliminary
appointment with prospective new doctors, either for yourself or a carer to attend. Keep a
handout of your medical history, your known allergies, what drugs you are on etc. as you
never know what emergency might crop up.
• THE IRISH PATIENT'S ASSOCIATION, GROUND FLOOR, 22-24, MOUNT
STREET LOWER, DUBLIN 2. Tel: 01-6610662 is an independent consumers group
which is dedicated to protecting patient rights.
• THE IRISH ME/CFS SUPPORT GROUP, PO BOX 3075, DUBLIN 2 have a selection
of videos and audiotapes of the talks in Ireland: e.g. Videos: Dr. Charles Shepherd
(1999), Prof. Austin Darragh (2000) are (each) €6 (members)/€10 (non-member).
Audiotapes: Dr. Shepherd’s talk (1999), Prof. Darragh’s talk (2000) and Dr. Brendan
Fitzpatrick’s talk (2002) are available for €4 each.
• For confidential advice about medical complaints procedures contact THE
GLOUCESTERSHIRE HEALTH INFORMATION SERVICE (THE GUIDE),
FREEPOST SWC 4299, GLOUCESTER GL1 2ZZ, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044
1452 33 1131 E-mail: enquiries@guide-information.org.uk Website: www.guideinformation.org.uk
• A video of a talk given by Dr David Bell is available from AYME, BOX 605, MILTON
KEYNES, MK2 2XD, UNITED KINGDOM.
• MEDICAL ADVISORY SERVICE, P.O. BOX 3087, LONDON, W4 4ZP, UNITED
KINGDOM. General Medical Helpline: 0044 20 8994 9874 6-8pm Mon-Fri Covers all
general medical queries: how to change your G.P.; explanation of operations and
surgical procedures; insomnia etc. Advice from M.A.S. nurses and referrals to specialist
organisations and helplines.
Pain; People; Page 3; Prescriptions; Visitors
AfME Guidance on the management of CFS/M.E.; YAO Polling Your New Consultant; YAO
What is M.E./CFS? (short introductory leaflet for doctors); Tymes Trust M.E. in Children and
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Young People (by and for doctors) ST£1; Tymes Trust GPs pack ST£2; InterAction 36; 2001;
pages 6-15 Hospitals and M.E. – Special focus on inpatient care; InterAction 37; 2001; pages
8-9 NHS: how to make a complaint; InterAction 38; 2001; pages 16-17 Doctors with M.E. ;
AYME Getting the best out of your doctor ST£1.50
Door - If you have difficulty answering the door, consider getting an
intercom. This is also good for security purposes. You might like to give
a front door key to some friends or neighbours. An automatic door
opener has a buzzer and speaker grille by the front door connected to a
‘phone’ by the bed. You can speak to the visitor and then press a button,
which releases the door catch, if you want to let them in. If you sit or lie
in other rooms sometimes, you can have more entry phones fitted there
too. It is also possible to have a switch fitted in the phone to enable you
to turn the buzzer off when you do not want to be disturbed. There is
another type of lock, where visitors can let themselves in if they know the
code. However, this type doesn’t give you as much control over who enters your home. If
you choose a combination lock, make sure you change the number initially as all locks of that
model come fitted with the same code. Both these locks may be available through an
Occupational Therapist.
Buzzers; Environmental Control Systems
Drinking - Kettle tippers, available from disability catalogues, hold the weight of the kettle or
jug to make it easier to pour. Use a small jug to carry water to the kettle rather than carrying a
full kettle. Lightweight china or plastic cups take less energy to lift. Drinking straws enable
you to drink lying down or without holding the cup, and a long straw can be made by taping
two straws together. Warm drinks can be drunk through a straw as long as they are not too
hot. Wide straws are useful for thick soups. A cup with a spout may be helpful as they spill
less, are lighter and can hook over your hand if grip is a problem. Some bottles have a nozzle
lid - the liquid comes out slower and more controlled, so you can drink lying down. Keep a
bottle of water next to the bed or chair (perhaps with a kettle tipper) so that you can refill the
cup more easily. Thirst is a symptom of M.E. It may be worth taking water with you when
you go out. Many people with M.E. find it better to avoid caffeine and alcohol. You might
also decide to drink filtered or mineral water.
Cooking; Eating; Tray
Driving - Power steering and an automatic gearbox may be advantageous.
• DISABLED DRIVERS' ASSOCIATION OF IRELAND BALLINDINE, CO. MAYO.
Tel 094 64266 Fax 094 64336 E Mail ability@iol.ie. Also in 6 South Terrace, Cork. Tel
021 313033. Helps physically disabled people achieve independence through mobility
and education. Operates a Driving Assessment Centre and Driving School. Provides
advice, assistance with aids and adaptations for cars. Information leaflets and annual
magazine (Steering Wheel). Residential Vocational Training Courses.
• IRISH WHEELCHAIR ASSOCIATION ARAS CHUCHULAIN, BLACKHEATH
DRIVE, CLONTARF, DUBLIN 3. Tel 01 8186400. Fax 01 8333873. E Mail
info@iwa.ie. http://www.iwa.ie/ IWA aims for full integration of people with disabilities
in the community. Services include: Respite Care; Family & Carer Supports; Social
Work; Occupational Therapy; Wheelchair Sales, Loan & Repairs; Driving Tuition;
Adapted Transport; Independent Living Training; Day Resource Centres; Peer
Counselling; Sports; Housing.
• THE DISABLED DRIVERS’ ASSOCIATION, NATIONAL HQ, ASHWELLTHORPE,
NORWICH, NR16 1EX, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1508 489449
• DISABLED DRIVERS’ MOTOR CLUB, COTTINGHAM WAY, THRAPSTON,
NORTHANTS, NN14 4PL, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1832 734724 Fax: 01832
733816
• TRIPSCOPE, THE VASSALL CENTRE, GILL AVENUE, FISHPONDS, BRISTOL,
BS16 2QQ, UNITED KINGDOM Tel/Minicom: 0044 8457 585641 (local rate) Fax:
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0044 117 939 7736 E-mail: enquiries@tripscope.org.uk Website: www.tripscope.org.uk
Provides information about travelling and transport (including car adaptations) for people
with a disability or chronic illness.
• THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR CONSUMER AFFAIRS (RICABILITY), 30
ANGEL GATE, CITY ROAD, LONDON, EC1V 2PT, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044
20 7427 2460 Fax: 0044 20 7427 2468 Textphone: 0044 20 7427 2469 E-mail:
mail@ricability.org.uk Website: www.ricability.org.uk researches and published
unbiased information on products and services to enable older and disabled people to live
more independently. They have a guide “Ins and Outs of Choosing a Car” including
getting in and out and adapting a car.
• www.ricability.org.uk researches and published unbiased information on products and
services to enable older and disabled people to live more independently. They have a
guide “Ins and Outs of Choosing a Car” including getting in and out and adapting a car.
Chemical Sensitivities; Parking Concessions; Travelling
Dust - Dusting with a wet cloth rather than a dry one causes less dust
to get into the air.
• THE HEALTHY HOUSE, COLD HARBOUR, RUSCOMBE,
STROUD, GLOS. GL6 6DA, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044
1453 752216 Fax: 0044 1453 753 533 E-mail: info@healthyhouse.co.uk Website: www.healthy-house.co.uk supplies
products to reduce dust mites such as dust mite proof bedding
covers
Eating - A thermos flask can be useful to keep drinks, soups or food in, because they can
keep things hot (or cold) for several hours, which can save you or your carer time and energy.
Plates with a lip are available which make it easier to eat certain foods with one hand (e.g.
lying down). There are also non-slip mats to stop the plate sliding around. If eating a
complete meal is difficult, try to eat little and often. This could be better for anybody,
particularly if low blood sugar is a problem; although it’s not so good for teeth. Make sure
you always have some food with you especially if you often feel faint. Keep an overnight
snack by the bed. It might be worth taking water to drink when you go out. Soft food can be
very helpful when recovering from a collapse, saving energy for something big or if you are
too ill to chew. Wide straws are useful for soups. Plastic cutlery, plates and cups are
lightweight and also quieter than metal and china. A variety of adapted cutlery can be
obtained some of which is bent at a particular angle. Others have built
up handles for people with weak grip, although they may be heavier
than standard cutlery. If you need an assistant to feed you, the long
handles of knickerbocker glory spoons may save them having to lean
over you. If you have a willing assistant and not too many allergies,
food can play an important part in quality of life, especially if you
spend a lot of your energy eating. Try out new foods and recipes, use
an attractive bowl or cup, have sandwiches cut into interesting shapes.
If you want to eat cornflakes but find them too crunchy, leave them in a bowl of milk until
they get soggy. Heated meusli also loses some of its chewiness. People with very severe
difficulty eating may benefit from liquid oral feeds or naso-gastric tube feeding.
People on restricted diets may have a higher chance of developing an intolerance or
allergy to that food, so try to eat as varied a diet as possible. Wheat and dairy products are the
two most common intolerances, and many people with M.E. find it better to avoid caffeine,
sugar and alcohol. If you suspect you may have food allergies or intolerances it might be
worth seeking advice. A GP can refer you to a dietician.
• ‘Soft Options – for adults who have difficulty chewing’ by Rita Greer ISBN 0-28563447-X ST£9.99 €14.48 (approx). This book has recipes and advice on how to adapt
foods to make eating easier. Here are some tips from the book: A bowl and spoon are
easier to manage than a plate with a knife and fork, but there is still quite a long way
from the table to the mouth. If the bowl is held near the mouth then the problem is not so
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great. A spoon of a size between a teaspoon and a dessert spoon with a matching fork
will probably be of most use. Some people who have difficulty chewing, require extra
liquid with their food. This can be in the form of a sauce, gravy or a drink with the food.
‘Soft Options’ eaters should be encouraged to savour the non-chew food by holding it in
the mouth and moving it around with the tongue if possible. It is important to lubricate
the food with saliva that contains enzymes to start off the digestive process. There is a
knack in feeding someone else with food. It needs to be done at the right pace, with the
correct-sized spoonful. The food needs to be put into the person’s mouth, not just to the
lips, with a large napkin to catch the inevitable spillage. Sitting facing someone to feed
him or her is more difficult than at their side. The temperature of the food should be
appropriate for the person being fed. If feeding takes a long time due to difficulties,
divide hot food into two amounts and keep one half warm while you feed the first half.
Food that is puréed or finely chopped will go down to half its original size. Bear this in
mind when dishing up, as it is very easy to overestimate the portion and give people far
too much. It is always worth taking trouble to present food attractively, especially if it is
of a new kind.
• Saliva substitutes such as Glandosane (synthetic saliva) are available without
prescriptions from pharmacists in the ROI.
• A subscription magazine for people with food allergies/intolerance is available from:
BERRYDALES PUBLISHERS, 5 LAWN ROAD, LONDON, NW3 2XS, UNITED
KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 20 7722 2866 www.inside-story.com
• THE SOIL ASSOCIATION, BRISTOL HOUSE, 40-56 VICTORIA STREET,
BRISTOL, BS1 6BY, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 117 9290661 E-mail:
info@soilassociation.org Website: www.soilassociation.org Can supply information
about organic produce.
• The book “E for additives” by Maurice Hanssen, ST£6.99 €10.13 (approx.) has
information about different additives.
Chemical Sensitivities; Cooking; Doctors; Drinking; Faintness; Sitting; Tray
YAO Diet in M.E.
Education - M.E. often has a dramatic effect on children’s education and is the most common
cause of long term sickness absence from school in the UK*. Education must be tailored to
the needs of the individual and care should be taken not to commit the child to too much
work; it is better to enjoy doing one subject than to struggle with three and end up more ill,
frustrated and demoralised. There is no legal requirement for a child to attend school, only to
be educated, although some children are too ill for any form of education. Depending on the
illness, a variety of methods can be used such as home tuition, part time school or college,
correspondence courses and tuition by phone, fax or E-mail. You may find talking books or
educational TV programmes more accessible than text. AYME has an educational advisor
and a video teaching pack for schools (priced ST£20). Tymes Trust has documents to give to
professionals or to use yourself (listed below). The ‘Professionals Referral Facility’ is a
network of professionals available to Tymes Trust members, who will advise families direct
e.g. exams officer, home-tutor co-ordinator, educational psychologist, social worker and
specialist doctors. The ‘Tymes Trustcard’ can be carried by pupils with M.E. to show that
they are entitled to make use of special facilities. (See Young People for details of AYME and
Tymes Trust). Appropriate exam concessions (such as rest periods) should be available but
need to be applied for in advance. In the UK, there is no age limit for taking GCSEs [Irish
Editor: similar standard or a little higher to the Junior Cert]; loans may be available for people
of any age. A Dictaphone can be used to tape lectures at school or university.
Anna Grace Lidstone writes in the Young Action Online document YAO Learn and Live
– A guide to the Open University: ‘Be organised. There is an awful lot of paper and it looks
much scarier if you don’t file it promptly. If possible have a space specifically for study,
away from distractions, so that you don’t have to waste valuable energy transporting course
material from shelf to table. Learn to spot the early signs of ‘brain fatigue’ and act
accordingly - it’s far better to take lots of short breaks than to work yourself into relapse.
ALWAYS put your health and well being first’.
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THE NATIONAL TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE (NTDI). NTDI is
Ireland's largest non-Government training organisation. Its objective is to assist people at
a disadvantage in the labour market to learn the skills they need to build lasting careers in
jobs that reflect their interests and abilities. This is achieved through a brand of training,
education, employment access and enterprise development. Within Ireland these
services have already enabled more than 20,000 people - many of whom had never
previously been employed - to join the workforce in careers as diverse as agriculture and
architecture. The majority of NTDI's student body is made up of people with disabilities,
although other groups and individuals facing obstacles in the search for work are
increasingly using its services. The organisation offers over 40 different vocational
programmes which carry nationally and internationally recognised certification and are
designed to lead either directly to jobs or progression to further education. No fees apply
to any NTDI courses. There are also no formal entry requirements, although students
must be aged over 16. For further information contact 01-2057200 or Email:
dara.duffy@rehab.ie Web: http://www.rehab.ie/ntdi/
NIGHTCOURSES.COM Evening Classes, Adult Education, Night Course Education in
Ireland – www.nightcourses.com.
DISABILITY ACTION - NORTHERN IRELAND, 2 ANNUNDALE ROAD,
BELFAST, BT7 3JH Tel: (028) 90491 011 Fax: (028) 90491 627 Minicom: (028) 90645
779 Campaigns for appropriate legislation and provision of benefits to meet the needs of
people with disabilities. It works to change negative attitudes towards disabled people in
society, and to confront discrimination in all spheres of life. They also offer a range of
services to enable disabled people to make informed choices about issues which affect
their lives. They provide an information service, employment and training advice, a
transport service.
APT (AONTACHT PHOBAIL TEORANTA) KILCRUTTIN CENTRE, TULLAMORE,
COUNTY OFFALY. Tel 0506 41204 Company that promotes economic and social
integration of people with disability. Stimulation, mobilisation and development of local
resources in the area of training, employment, housing and independent living.
CNEASTA - IRISH COUNCIL FOR TRAINING, DEVELOPMENT &
EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES SUNBEAM HOUSE,
KILLARNEY ROAD, BRAY, CO WICKLOW. Representative group of disabled people
promoting the establishment of appropriate training, development and employment
opportunities.
HOME EDUCATION NETWORK, CARROWGAR, OGONNELLOE, SCARRIFF,
CO.CLARE Email: hen@www.binf.org Website: www.binf.org/hen/ exists to support
families who wish to educate their children outside the school system. For general
information send A5 SAE
FÁS NET COLLEGE is an operational unit of FÁS the Training & Employment
Authority. FÁS Net College offers distance learning and development opportunities,
through the medium of the Internet. FÁS Net College supports life long learning by
joining knowledge with technology to produce a meaningful learning experience through
on-line distance training. On-line training is the delivery and management of self-paced
distance training using the medium of the Internet. FÁS Net College courses are
designed to enable those who wish, to upgrade their skills or acquire new skills. For
further information on FÁS Net College contact: Tel + 353 (0)1 2043732 or + 353 (0)1
2043600 E-mail: info@fas-netcollege.com For further information on FÁS generally, see
the main FÁS Web Site www.fas.ie
AHEAD (ASSOCIATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND DISABILITY),
NEWMAN HOUSE, 86 ST. STEPHEN'S GREEN, DUBLIN 2. Tel: 01-4752386. Fax:
01-4752387 E-mail: ahead@iol.ie Website: http://www.ahead.ie AHEAD is an
independent voluntary organisation working to promote improved access for people with
disabilities to Third Level Education in Ireland. This site not only has a useful guide to
writing accessible web pages but also gives the full text of 'A Strategy For Equality', the
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Report of the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities. They have produced
booklets which have included information on M.E.
• THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE EDUCATION OF SICK CHILDREN,
REGUS HOUSE, HERALD WAY, PEGASUS BUSINESS PARK, CASTLE
DONNINGTON, DE74 2TZ, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1332 638 586 E-mail:
naes1@aol.com Website: www.sickchildren.org.uk Works exclusively to improve
educational opportunity across the UK for all children whose education is disrupted by
illness. Have an online tuition service – satellite school.
• EDUCATION DIRECT, CLYDEWAY SKYPARK, 8 ELLIOT PLACE, GLASGOW,
G3 8EP, UNITED KINGDOM. for people of any age. Freephone: 0044 500 303333
Website: www.educationdirect.com
• BBC
Learning
Zone:
E-mail:
edinfo@bbc.co.uk
Website:
www.bbc.co.uk/education/lzone/Links to search for specific topics. BBC Learning
Website: www.bbc.co.uk/learning/
• Channel Four Learning: www.channel4.com/learning
• SCIENCE LINE Tel: 0044 808 800 4000 answers questions from the general public
about anything to do with science (but they can’t give medical advice). 1pm-7pm MonFri
• ‘Zoë’s Win’ by Jane Colby ISBN 09537330 0 9 price ST£7.95 €11.52 (approx.) contains
a section for teachers.
• ADVISORY CENTRE FOR EDUCATION (ACE), 1C ABERDEEN STUDIOS, 22
HIGHBURY GROVE, LONDON, N5 2DQ, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 20 7354
8318 Freephone Helpline: 0044 808 800 5793 advice line Mon-Fri 2-5pm. E-mail: aceed@easynet.co.uk Website: www.ace-ed.org.uk
Computer; Headaches; Memory; Over-Stimulation; Pacing; Paperwork; Reading; Talking
Books; Television; University; Writing; Young People
Interaction 30; 1999; pages 18-19 Studying with M.E.; YAO Students & M.E.; YAO School
Examinations & M.E. Special Assessment Arrangements; YAO Guidelines for Schools; YAO
M.E. & Learning; YAO Your M.E. Assembly ST£3.50 (a pack for pupils and teachers); YAO
Learn & Live - a guide to the Open University; TYMES Education Special ST£1.50; TYMES
Internet Special ST£1.50 (features experiences of computer learning); InterAction 35; 2000;
page 35 Schooling and M.E.; InterAction 30; 1999; pages 18-19 Studying with M.E.
* DOWSETT E.G, COLBY J Long Term Sickness Absence due to M.E./CFS in UK Schools:
An Epidemiological Study with Medical and Educational Implications Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome 1997; 3:29-42
Emergencies - Keep a handout of your medical history, your known allergies, what drugs you
are on etc. as you never know what emergency might crop up.
• Emergency buttons are available which are worn around the neck. For more information
contact AGE CONCERN AID CALL Tel: 0044 800 772266 Website: www.aidcall.co.uk
Environmental Control Systems - These systems aim to make it easier to operate things like
lamps, curtains, buzzers, door and telephone from a bed or chair. The
Department of Health may fund equipment for people who are
severely disabled. These companies supply them:
• POSSUM Tel: 0044 1296 481591
• RIDLEY ELECTRONICS Tel: 0044 20 8558 7112
• RSL STEAPER LTD Tel: 0044 1634 226 161
Household; Plugs
Faintness - Eat frequent meals and always have some food with you.
Eating; Pacing
Funerals - If you are unable to attend a funeral as you would like, it might be suitable to have
a small ceremony of your own at home, perhaps at the same time as the main funeral. Light a
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candle (making sure it is safe), and remember the person who has died. A hymn, poem,
photo, music and/or bible reading may be appropriate.
Games - Using a playing card holder takes the strain off your
hands. Other players can roll dice or move pieces on your behalf.
For games with several people playing, if you are not up to playing
yourself, you could team up with another player and take as active
or inactive a role as is appropriate. This also enables you to leave at
any time. Games of pure luck can be played wholly or partially in
your absence, with a counter being allotted to you. Games such as
‘snakes and ladders’ and ‘beggar your neighbour’ are also good if
your brain isn’t up to a more skilful game. A time limit can be set
for many games that would otherwise be too long, with the person
who is winning at that moment being the winner. There are various
forms of ‘patience’ which you may be able to watch another person playing. Being in the
same room as other people while they play a game can be a pleasant, undemanding form of
company (wear a blindfold and ear plugs or ear defenders if needed). Some games involve
more skill for one player than the other so the ill person can take the easier role e.g.
‘mastermind’; ‘I spy’; ‘animal, vegetable, mineral’. Sensory guessing games can be fun – the
person with M.E. wears a blindfold and has to guess the taste, or an object in their hand.
Pencil and paper games are entertaining and some are quick. Gift shops sell ‘executive’ toys,
bubble mills, mobiles, lava lamps and sand pictures. Charity shops sell jigsaws and games,
and they might welcome an offer to check whether these items are complete.
• A playing card holder (ref. LE 2010) and large print playing cards, which are good for
playing in low lighting (single pack ref. LE2020), are available from KEEP ABLE LTD.
UNIT 38C, TELFORD WAY, TELFORD WAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
KETTERING, NORTHANTS, NN16 8UN, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1536
525153 Fax: 0044 1536 515077
• Computerised jigsaws can be played lying down and with less need for movement and
co-ordination. They can be downloaded from www.jigzone.com
• JUCY TRADING LTD, 43 SELWOOD ROAD, GLASTONBURY, SOMERSET, BA6
8HW, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1458 830554 (after 6pm). Sells small and large
timers.
Celebrations: Computer
Gardening - Consider keeping a chair outside so that you have somewhere to
sit down without moving furniture. A raised flower bed enables one to do
gardening from a wheelchair or seat. Think about how your garden might be
adapted to reduce the amount of work, for example using paving slabs or gravel
beds. A garden kneeler or seat might be useful. Pace yourself carefully and
don’t be tempted to finish a job just because you started it. Consider having a
tap in the front and back gardens.
Nature; Pacing
Grip - Taps can be replaced with a long handled design. Tap turners from disability
catalogues are a cheaper but generally less effective alternative. Some pens are designed to
be easier to grip (see Writing). Handles can be built up using padded racket tape from a
sports shop. There is also cutlery with built up handles which are easier for some people,
although they may be heavier than standard cutlery. Rubber gadgets for opening jars are
available. Using a towel gives more grip than just using your hands. Kettle tippers, available
from disability catalogues, hold the weight of the kettle or jug to make it easier to pour. Use a
small jug to carry water to the kettle rather than carrying a full kettle.
• NATIONAL DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTRE (NDRC) 44 NORTH GREAT
GEORGE’S STREET, DUBLIN 1. 10.00am - 1.00pm and 2.00pm - 4.00pm, Monday Friday.
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•

FANNIN HEALTHCARE, 15 REDMONDS HILL, DUBLIN 2 (01-4782211) and
BLACKTHORN ROAD, SANDYFORD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DUBLIN 18 Tel:
01-2944500 Fax: 01- 2954777 www.fanninhealthcare.com Suppliers of Mobility &
Rehabilitation aids such as "Wheelchairs, Hoists & Accessories"; Living Aids;
Physiotherapy Couches & Accessories; Stairlifts; Walking Aids

•

"FRIENDS OF THE FOUNDATION", 1 CLANWILLIAM SQUARE, GRAND CANAL QUAY,
DUBLIN 2 Tel:
01 6618188 Fax:
01 6618261 Website: www.arthritisEmail: info@arthritis-foundation.com The
foundation.com/sales/catalog/contents.htm
Arthitis Foundation of Ireland stock many products for disabled people.

Disability catalogues sell adhesive handles to stick to plugs, making them easier to pull
out of sockets. BETTERWARE Tel: 0044 845 125 500 E-mail: csd@betterware.co.uk
Website: www.betterware.co.uk have a good design.
• A device called a ‘baby boa constrictor’ makes opening jars much easier, available from
BOA (UK), UNIT 1, ADDINGTON BUSINESS CENTRE, VULCAN WAY, NEW
ADDINGTON, CROYDON, CRO 9UG, UNITED KINGDOM. E-mail: info@boauk.com Website: www.boa-uk.com
Drinking; Eating; Games; Plugs; Washing; Writing

•

Hair - Two in one shampoo and conditioner reduces the amount of washing to be done, or
just use shampoo. Diluting shampoo with warm water makes it lather up more easily. An
energy saving technique for washing hair is to sit on your bath/shower seat, bend forward and
lean your arms and the weight of your upper body on your thighs. This way you can reach
your head without having to hold your arms up. If you wash your hair in a shower, do it first
so that it can be rinsing while you get washed. Dry shampoo can be sprayed on to hair and
brushed out, making unwashed hair look a bit more presentable. Try rubbing flour into
greasy hair as a dry shampoo. Alternatively, just wash the fringe, and perhaps tie it back if
you have long hair. Short hair is easier to wash. Having someone else
wash your hair saves energy; don’t deny yourself the pleasure of clean
hair for the sake of false pride; even healthy people have help at the
hairdresser. There are several designs of trays to enable an assistant to
wash hair more easily at a sink or in bed. The ones for use in bed can
be solid plastic or inflatable. Ask an Occupational Therapist, who may
be able to provide one, or buy one privately from a disability catalogue.
Another method which you may find less uncomfortable than using a
tray is to lie on your front with your head over the edge of the bed. Place a pillow under your
chest with plastic on it so it won’t get wet. Put plastic on the floor and a big bucket on the
floor under your head. An assistant can then pour water over your hair with a jug. A hair
dryer can be stuck in a toothbrush and mug holder so that you only need to move your head
when drying and don’t have to hold up the dryer, but don’t use electrical appliances in the
bathroom. Leave hair to dry naturally to save energy, putting a towel on your pillow or round
your shoulders. It is quite possible to live happily without having a hair-wash at all. Some
hairdressers do home visits. If sitting up to have it cut is a problem, have a style that will look
fine if it doesn’t get cut for a while. It may be worth pacing a hair cut by having a short rest
halfway through. You could ask the hairdresser not to chat and to place more importance on
speed than perfection.
Sitting; Washing
Headaches - A cold flannel or ice pack may help, or alternatively a hot wheat pack. Eye
masks (containing blue gel), which are available from The Body Shop (Tel: 0044 1903 731
500), can be cooled in the fridge or heated. Putting one hand on your forehead and the other
behind the back of your skull can be soothing for headaches or use a bandage for a similar
effect. Look for things that might be triggering the headaches such as mental activity
(Pacing; Reading; Television), noise, sleep disturbance, over-stimulation, stress or particular
foods (commonly cheese and chocolate).
• THE MIGRAINE ASSOCIATION OF IRELAND, SENIOR HOUSE, ALL HALLOWS
COLLEGE, GRACEPARK ROAD, DRUMCONDRA, DUBLIN 9, EIRE. Tel: 01 806
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•
•

•

•

4121 Fax: 01 806 4122 Helpline: 1850 200 378 E-mail: info@migraine.ie Web:
http://www.migraine.ie
Eye masks which can be cooled in the fridge are available from THE BODY SHOP Tel:
0044 1903 731 500
MIGRAINE ACTION ASSOCIATION, UNIT 6, OAKLEY HAY, LODGE BUSINESS
PARK, GREAT FOLDS ROAD, GREAT OAKLEY, NORTHANTS, NN18 9AS,
UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1536 461 333 Fax: 0044 1536 461 444 E-mail:
info@migraine.org.uk Website: www.migraine.org.uk
A ‘Hot Bot’ can be heated up in a microwave or frozen. They don’t stay hot for as long
as a hot water bottle but they are much more comfortable. They are available from:
WAYS AND MEANS (formerly from CAVERILL LTD.), UNIT 2, PADDOCK ROAD,
CAVERSHAM, READING, RG4 5BY, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 118 984 3142
Fax: 0044 118 946 1176 E-mail: info@caverill.co.uk Website: www.caverill.co.uk A
similar product microwaveable “Cozy Cushion” is available in Ireland from MARTIN
CROFT SALES, Tel: 086-2528383
"FRIENDS OF THE FOUNDATION", 1 CLANWILLIAM SQUARE, GRAND CANAL QUAY,
DUBLIN 2 Tel:
01 6618188 Fax:
01 6618261 Website: www.arthritisfoundation.com/sales/catalog/contents.htm
Email: info@arthritis-foundation.com The
Arthitis Foundation of Ireland stock many products for disabled people.including wheat bags

Doctors; Light Sensitivity; Noise Sensitivity; Over-Stimulation; Pain;
Reading; Sleep; Television.
Hiccups - A low-energy hiccup cure is to drink water while very
gently pinching your nose, but take care not to block off all the air or
you’ll make your ears ‘pop’.
Holidays - Packing in advance when you are well enough reduces the pressure. Make sure
the accommodation is suitable, for example you may need adequate heating, nearby parking,
wheelchair access or a lift. You may feel worse than usual after a journey and so be less able
to tackle stairs, walking and general activity. Travel at off-peak times to avoid predictable
traffic jams. Self-catering accommodation or a camper vehicle enables you to rest and get up
when you like. Enlist help so that you can take most of your food with you to avoid using up
energy shopping. Your holiday destination may be quieter if you go at an off-peak time of
year.
If travelling is difficult, stay somewhere close to home or have a virtual holiday at home.
You might like to base your virtual holiday in a particular place. Look at pictures of that
place and eat appropriate foods (such as croissants,
baguettes, garlic and cheese if you ‘go’ to France).
Having decorations or pictures put up in your room
changes the scene if you are up to the stimulation.
Another possibility is to have a project holiday where you
could spend a week at home learning about a particular
topic, or doing something you enjoy. Short ‘holidays’ of
a day or two may be easier to arrange and can be spread
throughout the year. It is harder to switch off if you are
still at home, but treat it as you would any other holiday.
Although you can’t get away from your symptoms and
limitations, you may be able to have a break from other
difficult things.
• CANBEDONE LTD, NO 11 WOODSTOCK HILL, HARROW, HA3 OXP, UNITED
KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 20 8907 2400 Fax: 0044 20 8909 1854 E-mail:
holiday@canbedone.co.uk Website: www.canbedone.co.uk has information about
accessible holidays in Europe and some other countries.
• IHCPT - THE IRISH PILGRIMAGE TRUST KILCUAN, CLARENBRIDGE, CO
GALWAY. Tel 091 796622 Fax 091 E Mail info@ihcpt.ie. http://www.ihcpt.com/ For
the past 30 years IHCPT has arranged holidays for young people with physical disability,
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learning disability or social or emotional disadvantage. The young people either travel on
pilgrimage/holiday to Lourdes at Easter or have a break at Kilcuan, our holiday home in
Kilcuan, Clarenbridge, Co.Galway. Kilcuan is also available to other organisations work
with or caring for people with disability. Some young people with M.E. in Ireland have
gone on trips with the IHCPT.
• ACTION FOR M.E. has information about holidays and respite care. ACTION FOR
M.E., P.O. BOX 1302, WELLS, BA5 1YE, UNITED KINGDOM.
Carers; Celebrations; Eating; Games; Parking Concessions; Quality of Life; Toilet;
Travelling; Wheelchairs
Virtual Holidays (on the M.E. Tips website); YAO How To: Go Places and Meet People;
Travel and Severe M.E. (on the M.E. Tips website); InterAction 33; 2000; pages 28-30
Holidays – M.E. friendly ideas
Household - Consider getting a dishwasher, if funds permit. One person with M.E. finds a
hand-held sewing machine useful. Long-life energy-efficient bulbs need replacing less
frequently. If you are thinking of moving house, look at bungalows, ground floor flats and
houses with a downstairs toilet, which could enable you to live downstairs most, or all of the
time. When decorating it is worth bearing in mind that busy wallpaper will be more
stimulating (see Over-Stimulation).
• ROYAL SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS, NELLA HOUSE,
DARGAN CRESCENT BELFAST BT3 9JP. Tel: 028 9050 1160 Fax: 028 9050 1164 Email: jbisp@rospa.com Website: www.rospa.co.uk provides information on home safety.
• NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL, 4 NORTHBROOK ROAD, RANELAGH, DUBLIN,
IRELAND. Tel: +353 1 496 3422 Fax: +353 1 496 3306 Locall: 1890 200 844 Email:
info@nsc.ie Website: www.nsc.ie
• APT (AONTACHT PHOBAIL TEORANTA) KILCRUTTIN CENTRE, TULLAMORE,
COUNTY OFFALY. Tel 0506 41204 Company that promotes economic and social
integration of people with disability. Stimulation, mobilisation and development of local
resources in the area of training, employment, housing and independent living.
• IRISH WHEELCHAIR ASSOCIATION ARAS CHUCHULAIN, BLACKHEATH
DRIVE, CLONTARF, DUBLIN 3. Tel 01 8186400. Fax 01 8333873. E Mail
info@iwa.ie. http://www.iwa.ie/ IWA aims for full integration of people with disabilities
in the community. Services include: Respite Care; Family & Carer Supports; Social
816Work; Occupational Therapy; Wheelchair Sales, Loan & Repairs; Driving Tuition;
Adapted Transport; Independent Living Training; Day Resource Centres; Peer
Counselling; Sports; Housing.
• THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR CONSUMER AFFAIRS (RICABILITY), 30
ANGEL GATE, CITY ROAD, LONDON, EC1V 2PT, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044
20 7427 2460 Fax: 0044 20 7427 2468 Textphone: 0044 20 7427 2469 E-mail:
mail@ricability.org.uk Website: www.ricability.org.uk researches and published
unbiased information on products, including household appliances, and services to
enable older and disabled people to live more independently.
Cooking; Environmental Control Systems; Ironing; Plugs; Stairs; Telephone; Television and
Radio
InterAction 36; 2001; pages 20-21 Housing issues and benefits
Ironing - Look in the local press to find out whether your area has an
ironing service that will collect things from your home to be ironed.
Sitting down to iron takes the strain off your legs. If you have plenty
of space, consider leaving your ironing board up. Buy non-crease
clothes and don’t iron anything that doesn’t really need it.
• THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR CONSUMER AFFAIRS
(RICABILITY), 30 ANGEL GATE, CITY ROAD, LONDON,
EC1V, UNITED KINGDOM. 2PT Tel: 0044 20 7427 2460 Fax:
0044 20 7427 2468 Textphone: 0044 20 7427 2469 E-mail:
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mail@ricability.org.uk Website: www.ricability.org.uk researches and published
unbiased information on products, including household appliances, and services to
enable older and disabled people to live more independently.
Light Sensitivity - Many sunglasses let in light at the sides; if this bothers you look for a
‘wraparound’ style. Prescription sunglasses can be obtained. There are also wrap-around
sunglasses that fit between your glasses and eyes (ask an optician), and others which will go
over the top of glasses.
A baseball cap or sun-hat shades the eyes (preferably with a dark coloured peak which
reflects less light). Blindfolds/sleep masks are available from some chemists (e.g.
SUPERDRUG), or if you know someone who is travelling, airlines give them out on long
flights. They can also be improvised or home made using several thicknesses of cotton folded
with aluminium foil. Some lampshades (e.g. ‘up lighters’) diffuse the light more than others.
Several lamps with low watt bulbs are easier on the eyes than one bright one. Dimmer
switches (which buzz a little) and different coloured bulbs may also be worth a try. Bulbs can
be bought with a silver coating, which reflects the light upwards so it is more dispersed. If
your light sensitivity is severe, you may find indirect light best, perhaps from an electric night
light, candle, torch or illuminated globe. Blinds reduce the glare of the sun without making
the room dark. Blackout curtain lining and blackout blinds are available. Some specialist
blackout blinds are sealed at the edges and can be used to make the
room pitch black, but new blinds release chemicals for over a week
after installation. The father of one girl with M.E. turned her bed
into a four-poster. She uses the curtains when the light in her room
gets too bright.
• ACS WINDOW TREATMENTS, 73 MANOR ROAD,
BRACKLEY, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE NN13 6ED, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044
1280 701 275 Install blackout systems and specialist window films.
• Tinted window film can be fitted which reduces some of the light. It is available from
SECURITY AND SOLAR WINDOW FILM Tel/Fax: 0044 1242 523 912 Mobile: 0044
7976 268 922
• Coloured overlays to place over text when reading have been found to reduce visual
stress and increase reading fluency in about 20% of school children. In M.E., light
sensitivity may contribute to reading difficulties and overlays may reduce the effects.
Website: www.essex.ac.uk/psychology/overlays Tel: 0044 1206 872 130 or send A4
S.A.E. to COLOUR AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY, DEPT PSYCHOLOGY,
UNIVERSITY OF ESSEX, COLCHESTER CO4 3SQ, UNITED KINGDOM. In the
ROI, the DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF IRELAND, SUFFOLK CHAMBERS, 1
SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN 2, IRELAND Tel.: 01 6790275/6 Fax.: 01 6790273
may be able to advise on where to get these. Ask for information on IRLEN lenses or
Scotopic Sensitivity Syndrome
• ‘Sunglasses Huts’ sell a wide range of high quality sunglasses.
• There are light shades designed to stick on car windows available from ARGOS and
other sources.
Chemical Sensitivities; Games; Headaches; Opticians; Reading; Sleep; Television
Meditation • STILLPOINTS is a self-help forum for M.E. sufferers to share experiences and
information on meditation and Buddhism. No need to be a Buddhist, they have a range
of interests and background including beginners. E-mail: stillpoints@onetel.net.uk
(please allow for delays)
Christian; Resting
Memory - Write lists and notes to yourself and keep them in a place where you won’t lose
them. A computer, dictaphone, personal organiser or Filofax might help. Small photo albums
are good for storing flat items you want to have at hand such as notes to yourself, stamps and
address stickers. Try having a pen and paper in each room. Before making a phone call write
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a brief memory jogger to say who you are ringing and what you want to say. This is also a
good idea for doctor’s appointments or any situation where you might forget something
important. You could also ask to tape record a consultation so you can listen to it again
afterwards. Make sure you keep a record of all appointments in a diary or calendar. If you
have difficulty keeping track of time, try a watch that beeps regularly. Set a timer to remind
you to stop an activity before you do too much. Set an alarm for your favourite television
programme or other time you want to remember (if necessary, write a note of what it was for).
Most mobile phones now have a reminder option as to some computer pages. If you tend to
forget where you are going and get lost, write out directions to frequently visited places.
Pillboxes can be obtained with different days and/or times on the lids, so that you can tell if
you have taken your tablets (ask a chemist).
• Several types of Casio Databank watches are available from ARGOS, these have features
such as multifunctional alarms, countdown timer, pages of memory for telephone
numbers and appointments and even the ability to record a 30 second message.
• JUCY TRADING LTD. 43 SELWOOD ROAD, GLASTONBURY, SOMERSET, BA6
8HW, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1458 830554 (after 6pm). Sells small and large
timers.
Computer; Writing
YAO Brain Problems in M.E./CFS
Menstruation • THE WOMAN’S NUTRITIONAL ADVISORY SERVICE, P.O. BOX 268, LEWES,
EAST SUSSEX BN7 1QN, UNITED KINGDOM. TEL: 01273 487 366
Nature - A bed, mattress (on a ground sheet) or sun-lounger set up outside may enable you to
enjoy some fresh air for a bit (see Light Sensitivity; Noise Sensitivity; Stairs; Walking;
Wheelchair). Here are a few ways to experience the great
outdoors inside: ask people to bring autumn leaves,
conkers and fir cones; a bit of snow, hail or ice; or a shell
or pebble if they visit a beach. Spend time looking at a
photograph or painting of a landscape, a postcard or a
picture book. Some relaxation tapes use imagery and
recording of appropriate soundscapes and can provide an
atmospheric background to a picture of the sea, a wood or
a rainy day. Use nature programmes on TV or radio.
Grow some seeds (with help) on windowsills, and ask a
friend or relative to plant them out. If you grow bean
sprouts or cress, you can eat them as well as watching
them. Flowers are nice if you’re not allergic to them. You may be able to ask someone to
bring a snail, ladybird, worm or caterpillar to visit.
• IRISH WILDBIRD CONSERVANCY (also known as BIRDWATCH IRELAND).
RUTTLEDGE HOUSE, 8 LONGFORD PLACE, MONKSTOWN, CO DUBLIN,
IRELAND. E-mail: bird@indigo.ie Webtite: www.birdwatchireland.ie
• There are recordings to enable you to identify bird songs and calls, available from the
RSPB Tel: 0044 870 606 6333 Fax: 0044 1283 506 301.
• A small seasonal range of artificial flowers and plants are available from LAKELAND
LIMITED, ALEXANDRA BUILDINGS, WINDERMERE, CUMBRIA, LA23 1BQ,
UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1539 488100 E-mail: net.shop@lakelandlimited.co.uk
Website: www.lakelandlimited.co.uk
• GARDEN BIRDWATCH, BTO, FREEPOST, NORFOLK, IP24 2BR, UNITED
KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1842 750050 Fax: 0044 1842 750030 E-mail: gbw@bto.org
Website: www.bto.org Some 15,000 volunteers watch and record the numbers of birds
visiting their gardens. The information is used to understand how birds use gardens and
how this use changes from one year to the next. Free enquiry pack.
Bed; Gardening; Pets; Quality of Life; Stairs
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Noise Sensitivity - Try earplugs, headphones or cotton wool. Ear defenders are available
from building suppliers or gun clubs, and may be more comfortable than earplugs. Prices
range from around €7to over €150 (approx), some of which have a built in radio. If you need
to wear ear defenders a lot, you may end up spending much time lying on your back, in which
case watch out for pressure sores. Sundays tend to be quieter than weekdays so it may be a
better day to do things like going outside. There is also some predictable variation of noise
level over the course of the day; quietest in the middle of the night and never quiet during the
rush hour. Many electrical appliances hum so it might be worth thinking about this when
buying a new appliance. The literature about some appliances includes noise levels during
operation. Consider turning off plugs or central heating while you rest if they disturb you.
Properly sealed double-glazing cuts out more noise than single. Apparently, up to a
point, the bigger the space between the two panes of glass, the more the noise level will be
reduced. It is worth seeking professional advice from someone who knows about noise
reduction if you are considering replacing windows. You may choose a window with a large
opening section so that you can have a change of air quickly with the minimum of exposure to
outside noise.
It may be worth trying to escape temporary severe noise by going to stay somewhere
else. Write a respectful letter to your neighbours explaining that your illness is affected by
noise and asking for their help in one or two specific and realistic ways. For example, ask if
they might be able to let you know beforehand what dates they expect to use noisy machines.
Plastic cutlery is quieter than metal. A ‘Do Not
Disturb’ or ‘Quiet Please’ sign can let other
householders know when you particularly want quiet.
You might find that some rooms in your house tend
to be noisier than others; it may be worth using the
quietest room as a rest room. Other family members
may be willing to use headphones when they are
watching TV if the noise affects you. Some people
with M.E. watch television with the sound off (some
sports and nature programmes are suitable for silent
viewing), although the high-pitched noise may still be
too much. Try subtitles on Teletext page 888. Using
a tape-head cleaning cassette reduces the buzz from
the tape recorder. M.E. groups may like to try an
idea from the Deaf Community and use waving as a
quiet alternative to clapping.
• There is a website in the USA which specialises in earplugs and also sells other products
such as an eye mask and white noise machines. International orders can be made by Visa.
Website: http://earplugstore.com E-mail: tom@earplugstore.com
• THE GLASS AND GLAZING FEDERATION Tel: 0044 20 7403 7177 Website:
www.ggf.org.uk
• Earplugs are available from JUCY TRADING LTD, 43 SELWOOD ROAD,
GLASTONBURY, SOMERSET, BA6 8HW, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1458
830 554 (after 6pm).
Headaches; Holidays; Resting; Tinnitus
Opticians - Some opticians provide home visits for people who cannot visit the practice due
to illness or disability. Flexible metal frames (‘Flexon’) are expensive, but more comfortable
to wear lying down.
Doctors; Light Sensitivity
Over-Stimulation - With M.E. it becomes difficult for the brain to process information and to
filter out excess stimuli. If you often find yourself over-stimulated and unable to rest
properly, observe when this happens. Are there any particular things which tend to trigger it,
or any activities which help or which do not trigger it? Television, noise, caffeine and clutter
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are all stimulating. Some activities are more stimulating than others. I find skim reading
particularly bad as my brain can’t select only the words I want to see and gets overloaded (see
Reading for tips on this). You may find gentle physical activity, such as having a wash, less
over-stimulating than mental activity; it may help to alternate the two. Try to pace your
activities carefully and do only one thing at a time (See section on Pacing). Stress can
contribute to the problem of over-stimulation, so look at ways of reducing and managing
stress (See Coping Strategies). Practice relaxation techniques to help you rest as deeply as
possible (Resting). Wearing a blindfold and earplugs or ear defenders during rest periods
minimizes the stimulation reaching your brain. Blindfolds are available from some chemists
(e.g. SUPERDRUG), or if you know anyone who is travelling, airlines give them out on long
flights. Once over-stimulated you may need a long rest to give your brain time to wind down.
Frequent short rests may help you to avoid becoming over-stimulated. The place where you
spend the most time should be as visually peaceful as possible. You may be able to position
mess so that it is out of sight or cover it with a sheet. Bookcases are visually busy so they do
not calm the overactive brain. Putting a piece of material in front can be enough to make it
more restful (choose a quiet design). This can be put on a curtain rail or attached to the
bookcase with Velcro or hooks. When decorating, it is worth bearing in mind that busy
wallpaper can be over-stimulating. You might also prefer plain bedding. If you are sensitive
to touch and find showering difficult, see if it helps to bounce the water off your hand onto
your body.
Bed; Pacing; Paperwork; Reading; Resting; Shopping; Visitors
Pacing - Split tasks into small manageable chunks and do a bit at a time. Think about how
each activity might be done in a more energy efficient way; for example many things such as
ironing and teeth brushing can be done sitting rather than standing.
Decide which jobs actually need to be done and do any vital things first in case you run
out of steam. Try to leave more than enough time and energy to complete each task. Hunting
for scissors or keys wastes valuable energy, so have homes for different items and try to keep
organised.
Use equipment that will save your energy, such as a wheelchair. Use other people’s
energy and try not to feel shy about asking for help. If finance permits, employ people to do
domestic jobs. You can be selective, for example employ someone to dig the garden but you
may be able to do some of the lighter work, such as planting out bedding plants.
Alternate activity and rest. You may well find that you
can do more of if you do an activity in short bursts. For
example it is better to listen to a talking book for fifteen
minutes then have a rest before listening to a bit more, than it is
to listen to half an hour in one go and feel very ill. A
countdown timer or alarm clock will remind you to rest and
may help you to avoid doing too much, especially when doing
something you enjoy or want to complete. Alternate different
types of activity, particularly physical and mental tasks, so as
not to overuse your brain, legs, arms or whatever.
Many people find it helpful to keep a diary of their
activities. Use it to learn about your individual illness, how much you are able to do, and
what things make your M.E. worse. Listen to your body and respect what it is trying to tell
you. Never be afraid to decline an invitation or visitor or to refuse a request if you are not
feeling well enough. Try to be flexible and change plans according to how well you are. Plan
big events carefully, preparing things in advance so that you can manage your illness as well
as possible. Sometimes it is worth feeling really ill as a result of doing too much, in order to
do something special. It is up to you (and nobody else) to decide whether a certain activity is
worth the recovery period. Learn to be assertive about your needs. It is easier for those
around you if you recognize and respond when you need a rest.
Energy can be thought of as being a bit like money; it is possible to go into ‘energy debt’
but you will have to pay it back with interest and will feel really ill. Sometimes this will be
unavoidable, but it is a good idea to live within your ‘energy budget’ most of the time.
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Continually spending more energy than is available is a common cause of M.E. relapses.
Steadily increasing activity regardless of symptoms can cause long-term deterioration.
When trying out a new activity, start by doing it for a short time that you know you can
manage. If it is OK, experiment with doing it for a bit longer next time, cautiously testing
your limits. Be realistic about your limitations and don’t over-estimate what you can do. It is
sometimes recommended that people with M.E. should do only about 80% of what they think
they can do. This leaves a bit of leeway for unpredictability and may actually give the body a
better chance of improving. Although pacing is very important for living with M.E., no-one
paces well all the time - don’t be too hard on yourself when you don’t manage it as well as
you had hoped.
• JUCY TRADING LTD. 43 SELWOOD ROAD, GLASTONBURY, SOMERSET, BA6
8HW, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1458 830554 (after 6pm). Sells small and large
timers.
• A booklet called ‘How to Assert Yourself’ is available from MIND PUBLICATIONS,
GRANTA HOUSE, 15-19 BROADWAY, LONDON, E15 4BQ, UNITED KINGDOM.
Tel: 0044 10 8519 2122
Cooking; Coping Strategies; Eating; Over-Stimulation; People; Quality of Life; Resting;
Stairs; Wheelchairs
Pacing Yourself (on the M.E. Tips Website); AfME Rest, Pacing and graded exercise; YAO
Graded Exercise - does it really work?; TYMES Energy Management Pack ST£1.50;
InterAction 27; 1998; pages 18-19 Pacing
Pain - Heat or cold can help with pain. Try an electric heat pad, wheat pack such as a ‘Hot
Bot’ (which can be used hot or cold), hot water bottle, cold flannel or ice pack. If you get
attacks of chest pain, look for possible triggers such as exposure to chemicals. Some people
find a bath soothing and a foot spa may relieve aching feet. Try cold (or hot) drinks for
nausea or sore throats. Pressure relieving measures can be beneficial for painful muscles or
joints and for general comfort as well as for prevention of pressure sores. Alternate different
types of activities to give different parts of your body time to recover. For example if sitting
up causes pain, do it for short periods at a time, interspersed with rests or activities you can do
lying down. If, after an activity, the pain is bad or you feel more ill, try doing it for a shorter
period next time. You may well find that you can sit up for longer altogether, if you do it in
short bursts, than if you sit up for long enough to cause a flare up of symptoms. Sleep
disturbance can exacerbate pain, and vice versa, so strategies and treatments aimed at
minimising sleep problems may indirectly help with pain. Pain clinics have helped some
people (they need a GP referral). T.E.N.S. machines give a small electrical stimulation which
masks some types of pain. Much of this booklet is relevant to M.E. pain management,
especially the sections listed below in italics.
• IRISH CHRONIC PAIN ASSOCIATION, PO BOX 37, RATHMINES, DUBLIN 6
http://www.chronicpainireland.org . To the best of our knowledge, it still holds its
meetings on the 2nd Sunday of each month in Jury’s Hotel, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4.
• PAIN CONCERN, P.O. BOX 13256, HADDINGTON, EH41 4YD, UNITED
KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1620 822 572 Fax: 0044 1620 829 138 E-mail:
painconcern@btinternet.com Website: www.painconcern.org.uk
• THE PAIN SOCIETY, THE BRITISH CHAPTER OF THE INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION FOR THE STUDY OF PAIN, 9 BEDFORD SQUARE, LONDON,
WC1B 3RE, UNITED KINGDOM. Website: www.painsociety.org
• Electric heat pads (which are like miniature electric blankets) are available from BOOTS,
ARGOS and other sources.
• A ‘Hot Bot’ can be heated up in a microwave or frozen. They don’t stay hot for as long
as a hot water bottle but they are much more comfortable. They are available from:
WAYS AND MEANS (formerly from CAVERILL LTD.), UNIT 2, PADDOCK ROAD,
CAVERSHAM, READING, RG4 5BY, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 118 984 3142
Fax: 0044 118 946 1176 E-mail: info@caverill.co.uk Website: www.caverill.co.uk A
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similar product microwaveable “Cozy Cushion” is available in Ireland from MARTIN
CROFT SALES, Tel: 086-2528383
• ‘Heateze’ and hand, foot and body warmers (which can only be used once) are available
from MYCOAL WARM PACKS LTD, UNIT 1, IMPERIAL PARK, EMPRESS ROAD,
SOUTHAMPTON, SO14 0JW, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 23 8021 1068 E-mail:
enquiries@mycoal.co.uk
Bed; Chemical Sensitivities; Clothes; Doctors; Headaches; Light Sensitivity; Noise
Sensitivity; Over-Stimulation; Pacing; Pressure Sores; Resting; Sleep; Temperature Control
Pain Relief through the Mind (on the M.E. Tips Website); AfME Pain Control ST£1.00;
InterAction 32; 2000; pages 6-7 Pain relief
Paperwork - If possible keep papers in a place where you will not have to look at them when
you are trying to rest. Try to file things promptly so they don’t get lost. A4 tidy trays are
useful if you can’t lift files. Write to organisations that keep sending junk mail, and ask for
them to remove you from their mailing list. A Filofax or computer may help you to keep lists
and notes organised. It may be easier to have regular bills paid direct from a bank account
(standing order or direct debit).
Using a letter opener saves energy and fitting a cage to the letterbox means you don’t
have to pick up mail from the floor.
• Minimise unwanted post by sending your address to the IRISH DIRECT MARKETING
ASSOCIATION, IDMA OFFICE, CLIFTON HOUSE, LOWER FITZWILLIAM
STREET, DUBLIN 2, IRELAND. Sales telephone calls can also be minimised. Ireland
has two preference services: the Mailing Preference Service and the Telephone
Preference Service, at the same address.
• A ‘Page Up’ is a small gadget which holds a piece of paper (or several) Website:
www.mypageup.com
Education; Memory; Over-Stimulation; Pacing; Reading; Writing
Parenting - Parents with M.E.
• DISABLED PARENTS NETWORK, NATIONAL CENTRE FOR
DISABLED PARENTS, UNIT F9, 89/93 FONTHILL ROAD,
LONDON N4 3JH. Tel: 0044 800 018 4730 Textphone: 0044 800
0189 949 Parent Helpline: 0044 870 241 0450 9.30-5 Mon-Fri Email:
information@disabledparentsnetwork.org.uk
Website:
www.disabledparentsnetwork.org.uk
• DISABILITY,
PREGNANCY
AND
PARENTHOOD
INTERNATIONAL, NATIONAL CENTRE FOR DISABLED
PARENTS, UNIT F9, 89/93 FONTHILL ROAD, LONDON N4
3JH. Tel: 0044 207 263 3088 Fax: 0044 207 263 6399 E-mail:
info@bppi.org.uk Website: www.dppi.org.uk Advice and
information journal available.
Parents of Young People With M.E.
• AYME has a magazine for parents of young people with M.E. (see Young People)
• THE TYMES TRUST has a network of carers’ contacts (see Young People) as does THE
IRISH ME/CFS SUPPORT GROUP, PO BOX 3075, DUBLIN 2. TEL: 01-2350965 Email: info@irishmecfs.org
Childlessness
• MORE TO LIFE, 114 LICHFIELD STREET, WALSALL, WS1 1SZ, UNITED
KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1922 722 888 Fax: 0044 1922 640 070 E-mail:
info@moretolife.co.uk Website: www.moretolife.co.uk Aims to foster a self-help
network and to provide a greater understanding of the issues surrounding childlessness,
so that people who have a life without children will not feel isolated and alone.
TYMES info packs ‘The Child, the Family and the Professional’ and ‘Time to Care’ ST£1.95
each; InterAction 22; 1996 pages 5, 16 and issue 23; 1997 pages 28-29 Parenting: M.E. and
having children; InterAction 30; 1999; pages 20-21 Parenting with M.E.
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Parking Concessions – If you are able to drive but have considerable difficulty in walking,
it may be worth applying for a parking permit for people with disabilities. Write to THE
DISABLED DRIVERS' ASSOCIATION, BALLINDINE, CO. MAYO requesting an
application form; this consists of three sections to be completed by the applicant, applicant's
doctor and the local Garda station. If granted, the permit entitles the user to park in designated
parking places closer to ones' destination. It can save a lot of energy that would have been
spent walking, or being wheeled, to and from distant car parks. If your illness goes into
remission, do not abuse the permit. In the UK, the Blue (formerly Orange) Badge Scheme
provides a national arrangement of parking concessions for people with severe walking
difficulties who travel either as drivers or passengers. People on the higher rate of the
mobility component of Disability Living Allowance automatically qualify for a badge. Those
not on DLA may also qualify if they have difficulty walking and can get a doctor’s letter.
The scheme does not apply in Central London. Ask Social Services or, in Scotland, the Chief
Executive of your Regional or Island Council.
Chemical Sensitivities; Driving; Shopping; Travelling
Passive Physio - Careful passive physiotherapy with the aim of keeping joints mobile and
maintaining the angle of foot to leg can be worthwhile for some people who are bed bound.
When lying down or sitting, the Achilles tendon shortens. The foot can be propped up with a
bolster pillow in bed in order to lengthen the tendon. A physiotherapist may be able to advise
carers on how to move the M.E. sufferer’s joints passively. Splints may be used for
contractures in the hands.
Bed; Pressure Sores
People - Practice being assertive about your needs, this involves communicating clearly and
respectfully. It is easier for those around you if you recognise and respond when you need to
rest. Try to be patient with people, many don’t know how to treat people who are ill or
disabled. They may not be willing or able to face the changes in your life. Learn about how
to look after your health and be realistic about your limitations. Don’t let anybody persuade
you into trying any treatment which you are not happy with. M.E. can be very isolating. It
might be worth looking out for others locally who are also isolated for whatever reason.
Many people with M.E. appreciate having contact with other M.E. sufferers, either through
their local group, by phone, letters, E-mail or talking letters recorded onto cassette. It may be
easier to explain about your illness to friends and relatives in writing, in your own words, or
using leaflets, articles or books on M.E. Keep a handout of your medical history, your known
allergies, what drugs you are on etc. to help with communication in an emergency.
• There are pen-pal services for people with M.E. details of which are available through
many of the M.E. organisations (see page 9 and Young People). For (free) International
pen pals, one can contact the CFIDS/FMS (Fibromyalgia Syndrome) PEN PAL
ALLIANCE, PO BOX 9204, BARDONIA, NY 10954, USA E-mail:
cfpenpal@yahoo.com A pen pal application from www.funwishes.com
• If you are well enough, joining a club or class is one way to meet people. There are also
various special interest groups for people with M.E., conducted by post, phone or E-mail
(details in M.E. magazines).
• MENTAL HEALTH IRELAND, MENSANA HOUSE, 6 ADELAIDE STREET, DUN
LAOGHAIRE, CO. DUBLIN
Tel: 01-2841166 Fax: 01-2841736 Email:
info@mentalhealthireland Website: http://www.mensana.org/
• WRITE AWAY, 1 THORPE CLOSE, LONDON, W10 5XL, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel:
0044 20 8964 4225 Fax: 0044 20 8964 3532 E-mail: info@write-away.org Website:
www.write-away.org This organisation puts people, some with a disability or special
need in touch with pen-friends, using whichever type of communication they prefer (e.g.
Audio tape, E-mail, fax, pen and paper).
• MIND mental health promotion booklets cost ST£1 each, ST£3 for 5 or ST£4.50 for 10
plus postage. Titles include ‘How to assert yourself’, ‘How to cope with loneliness’ and
‘How to look after yourself’. MIND PUBLICATIONS, GRANTA HOUSE, 15 – 19
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BROADWAY, LONDON, E15 4BQ, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 20 8519 2122
Fax: 0044 20 8522 1725 E-mail: publications@mind.org.uk Website: www.mind.org.uk
Cooking; Coping Strategies; Doctors; Pacing; Telephone; Visitors; Writing; Young People
YAO HOW TO: Set up a Social Group; TYMES Education Special ST£1.50 (includes HOW
TO: Educate Everyone Else about M.E.); TYMES Issue 29 ST£1.50 (inc HOW TO: Be a
Good Friend to someone with M.E.); TYMES TRUST Friends Pack ST£1.90; AYME
Friends, Relationships and M.E. ST£1.50; InterAction 19; 1995; pages 28-31 Relationships
and M.E.
Pets - ‘Furry therapists’ are great companions and pets are
known to reduce stress (as long as you are not allergic to
them). One person with M.E. likes to break the good news
to her dog when it is time for him to be fed or taken for a
walk. A friend may be able to bring their animal to visit
you, or you could perhaps have a ‘part time pet’ – looking
after an animal when its family are away or at work. Cats
take less energy to look after than dogs.
• DOGS FOR THE DISABLED, THE FRANCES HAY
CENTRE, BLACKLOCKS HILL, BANBURY,
OXON, OX17 2BS, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1295 252 600 E-mail:
info@dogsforthedisabled.org Website: www.dogsforthedisabled.org supply trained dogs
to help disabled people
Carers; Nature; Quality of Life
InterAction 27; 1998; pages 16-17 Pets as therapy
Plugs • Disability catalogues sell adhesive handles to stick to plugs, making them easier to pull
out of sockets. BETTERWARE Tel: 0044 845 125 500 E-mail: csd@betterware.co.uk
Website: www.betterware.co.uk have a good design.
• If you buy a strip of sockets with individual switches you can leave several things
plugged in and choose which to turn on. If the sockets are on an extension lead it can
enable you to choose where to put the switches. Try a local electrical shop or ARGOS.
• Adaptors exist which enable you to turn electrical sockets on and off by remote control.
(ref KK73) from MAPLIN ELECTRONICS SHOPS (mail order) Tel: 0044 870 264
6000 Website: www.maplin.co.uk
Environmental Control Systems
Prescriptions – Under the Drugs Payment Scheme an individual or family only has to pay a
maximum of €70 for all prescribed drugs, medicines or appliances for use by that person or
his or her family in that month. Family expenditure covers the nominated adult, his or her
spouse/partner and children under 18 years or under 23 if in full-time education. A dependant
with a physical or mental disability/illness living in the household who does not have a
Medical Card and who is unable to fully maintain himself/herself, may be included in the
family expenditure regardless of age. Medical Cardholders are entitled to prescribed drugs
and medicines free of charge. So, they are not eligible for this scheme. You should register
for this scheme by completing the registration form, which is available from pharmacies or
from your health board. Your health board will then issue a plastic swipe card for each person
named on the registration form. You should present this card whenever you are having
prescriptions filled. It is intended that pharmacists will be able to access a central database to
confirm if the €70 in any calendar month to the pharmacist under this scheme. Further
information is available from your health board.
Doctors
Pressure Sores - Pressure sores can occur when the cells in the skin and tissues become
damaged by insufficient blood supply. This usually happens when a person has been in one
position for a long time. They can also be caused by friction or shearing, for example sliding
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down in bed. Pressure sores can lead to pain and infection, but fortunately they can often be
prevented.
If you are able to get up briefly sometimes (e.g. to walk to the toilet), this will help to
prevent sores. Otherwise, try to change position every hour or two, perhaps using pillows to
redistribute the weight away from bony areas. If sitting in a chair, rock from one buttock to
the other for a short time. A pressure-relieving mattress, mattress overlay or a special cushion
can be useful to distribute your weight more evenly and may also be more comfortable.
When moving try to avoid dragging your skin across the bed or chair. If this is unavoidable,
consider different techniques such as using a transfer board or hoist.
Watch out for feelings of numbness or a reddening or darkening of the skin (especially if
it stays red when pressed). If this happens, take the weight off that area to give it time to
recover.
Crumpled sheets and crumbs can cause problems, so it's good to have the bed re-made.
Keeping clean is also helpful, if you're well enough, especially if you have incontinence or are
sweaty. A healthy diet and plenty to drink with enough rest and sleep are all recommended.
If you think you may have a pressure sore, contact your doctor or district nurse.
• WOUND
MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION
OF
IRELAND,
TRUST
HEADQUARTERS,
ALTNAGELVIN
HOSPITAL,
GLENSHANE
ROAD,
LONDONDERRY, BT47 6SB, NORTHERN IRELAND. Website: www.wmaoi.org Email: info@wmaoi.org
Bed; Clothes; Drinking; Eating; Resting; Sitting; Sleep; Washing
Quality of Life - Being ill is very hard and it is important to do what you can to look after
yourself emotionally (see section on Coping Strategies). Maintaining your morale will
always be a juggling act, and you should expect to feel down some of the time, especially if
you have insufficient support or are severely ill. Here are some ideas which might help in the
battle for a reasonable quality of life.
You will probably have lost many of the things you used to enjoy, but over time people
do find they develop new interests and hobbies which fit in with the limitations imposed by
their illness. Creative pursuits can be particularly satisfying such as making greetings cards,
sketching, painting, embroidery, tapestry, or photography. Pastels, pencils and crayons need
no water so they can be used in bed.
Hug a teddy, a pet, or a person. Learn a foreign language by tape, or find out more about
science, stamp collecting, birds, religion, or anything else that interests you. All sorts of
writing are popular with people with M.E. (letters, poetry, articles, diaries). You might fancy
compiling a book of family history, photograph album or story of your life. Genealogy
(family history) can be conducted by post, at least back to 1837. Make use of your sense of
humour, with cartoon books and comedy on radio or TV. Listen to talking books or music.
Having a wash and changing into clean clothes can boost morale, as can bathing with
aromatherapy oils or bubble bath.
Cultivate your senses – take time to quietly observe: notice the feel of a cup in your
hands, its texture, its temperature, how the light hits it. Hold a smooth pebble. Spend time
looking at something beautiful: a flower, reproduction of a work of art, landscape photograph,
the clouds or the stars. It might be possible to change rooms to get the best window view in
the house.
Think about improving your living space. If your only journeys are to and from the
bathroom, these will be more pleasant if there is a nice plant on display rather than shampoo
bottles.
If you have a willing assistant and not too many allergies, food can play an important
part in quality of life, especially if you spend a lot of your energy eating. Try out new foods
and recipes, use an attractive bowl or cup, have sandwiches cut into interesting shapes. Have
a virtual holiday (see Holidays) or celebrate a special day (see Celebrations).
Here are some ideas for very low energy levels: watch someone else blow bubble
mixture; wear a temporary tattoo; use an aromatherapy burner; practice meditation or
relaxation techniques (see Resting); have a helium balloon to watch; close your eyes and
imagine a nice place.
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RIDING FOR THE DISABLED ASSOCIATION - IRELAND SECRETARY,
RATHLINN, TEMPLECARRIG LOWER, DELGANY, CO WICKLOW. Tel 01
2876498 Fax 01 2876503. Promotes the opportunity of riding and carriage driving for any
disabled person.
• VSA ARTS OR IRELAND C/O VICI WREFORD SINNOTT, DIRECTOR. 23-25
MOSS STREET, DUBLIN 2. Tel/Fax 01 6716518. E Mail info@vsarts.ie VSA promotes
and facilitates people with disabilities as creators, producers and audiences of art, creates
platforms which debate and celebrate Arts & Disability and Disability Arts, promotes
cultural diversity and Disability Equality. Activities include the Counterbalance
Integrated Dance Programme, Community Arts Training / Education, participation in
Festivals, research, publications and an Arts & Disability Network. The activities of VSA
encompass all aspects of the arts throughout Ireland.
Celebrations; Coping Strategies; Eating; Education; Games; Gardening; Holidays: Nature;
Pets; Special Interest Groups; Talking Books; Telephone; Television; Tray; Washing; Writing
InterAction 33; 2000; pages 24-26 Beating the Blues – ideas to lift your spirits
•

Reaching - There are devices called ‘grab-sticks’ or ‘helping hands’, which have a claw on
the end to help pick up things which would otherwise be out of reach. Some versions have a
magnet for picking up small metal items. They come in two lengths; the longer ones often
have a supportive wrist cuff.

Large print may be easier to read.

Reading Some companies
will send bills in large print, or on cassette, on request. Try a large magnifying glass for small
writing. A reading aid can be made out of a piece of plain card. Cut a slit in the card and
place it over the page so that only one line of print is visible at a time. This cuts out the
distraction of all the other words on the page. Or simply hold a bit of card under the line you
are reading to help stop you jumping lines. Read small manageable chunks – listen to your
body; don’t push through the symptoms (easier said than done, of course). You may find
short stories, children’s books, comics, cartoon books or poetry more manageable than a
novel, or try books on cassette (see Talking books). There are computer programmes which
can speak text from the screen. (e.g. ‘Text HELP! Read and Write’). Ask other people to
read aloud to you. Letters can be sent on tape. When reading through a text it is sometimes
useful to highlight important passages for ease of future reference. You may find it easier to
read while lying down, and printing text onto coloured paper can also be helpful. I find skim
reading particularly over-stimulating, as my brain can’t select only the words I want to see
and gets overloaded. To avoid skimming when looking at an index, focus on one word then
jump to another word and read it properly, rather than scanning lots of words. Keep jumping
until you get close to the word you are looking for. When searching for a particular page
number in a book, keep your gaze on the numbers only; take care not to look at the rest of the
page until you get to the one you want. Instead of skimming lots of pages of The M.E. Tips
Collection, look at the contents page to locate what you are looking for. If holding a book is
difficult there are many designs of bookstand, which vary in their effectiveness for different
sizes of book. Some local libraries operate a delivery service for housebound people and they
may have large print books and also books on tape.
• At least one local authority in the ROI, Fingal County Council, has a Housebound
Library Service. We would guess that there might be other ones around the country as
well. Here’s is how it has been described: “The service is aimed not only at people who
are housebound, due to disability or illness, but also at those who find their local library
branch inaccessible … Among the most in-demand items are large print and talking
books … All the best sellers, fiction and non-fiction are available and Ms. Knight [who
runs the service] can arrange inter-library loans where any item sought is stocked by a
Dublin library … From the feedback I get from forms, we send out I buy new stock”.
• MONUMENT TAPE SERVICES Tel: 0044 1823 662104 records documents onto
cassette.
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ADA READING SERVICES Tel: 0044 1722 326987 records small documents such as
leaflets and booklets onto cassette.
• A ‘Page Up’ is a small gadget which holds a piece of paper (or several) Website:
www.mypageup.com
• Coloured overlays to place over text when reading have been found to reduce visual
stress and increase reading fluency in about 20% of school children. In M.E., light
sensitivity may contribute to reading difficulties, and overlays may reduce the effects.
Website: www.essex.ac.uk/psychology/overlays Tel: 0044 1206 872 130 or send A4
S.A.E. to COLOUR AND VISUAL SENSITIVITY, DEPT PSYCHOLOGY,
UNIVERSITY OF ESSEX, COLCHESTER CO4 3SQ, UNITED KINGDOM. In the
ROI, the DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF IRELAND, SUFFOLK CHAMBERS, 1
SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN 2, IRELAND Tel.: 01 6790275/6 Fax.: 01 6790273
may be able to advise on where to get these. Ask for information on IRLEN lenses or
Scotopic Sensitivity Syndrome
Computer; Education; Headaches; Over-Stimulation; Pacing; Paperwork; Talking Books;
Tray; Writing

•

Resting - Resting is part of pacing (see section on pacing.) You may well find that you can do
more altogether if you do an activity in short bursts and stop to rest before the symptoms flare
up.
Your need for rest will be individual so experiment to find out what works best for you at
your current level of health. Some people benefit from having rest periods at set times every
day (including good days). This could be in form of one long rest in the afternoon, or many
shorter ones spread throughout the day. If well enough, you might be able to rest adequately
sitting quietly in a comfortable chair with your feet up, or you may be better off going to bed
to rest, especially if you live in a busy household. When in other people’s houses ask to lie
down if you need to. Listening to the radio, talking, reading and sitting up, all take energy;
remember that M.E. brains need rest as much as M.E. bodies.
Rest will be more effective if you relax as deeply as you can.
Turn off the phone or use an answering machine to avoid being
tempted to jump up in the middle of a rest. Also turn off central
heating and electrical appliances if they disturb you. A ‘Quiet Please’
or ‘ Do not disturb’ sign can let householders know when you
particularly want quiet. If it is noisy, try earplugs or ear defenders
(see noise sensitivity). A blindfold/sleep mask or a darkened room
may be helpful. Blindfolds are available from some chemists (e.g.
‘SUPERDRUG’) or if you know anyone who is travelling, airlines
give them out on long flights.
Make sure you are warm or cool enough, lie down flat and close your eyes. Try to get as
comfortable and fully supported as you can, perhaps using extra pillows or rolled up towels
by your sides, and under your arms, knees, or legs (slightly raising the legs relieves tension in
the lower back).
Learn meditation or relaxation techniques to improve the quality of rest and help you cope
with the frustration. To find an approach that suits you, try listening to several different
guided relaxation recordings. In time you will be able to practise relaxation without needing a
tape and you may find silence less energy consuming. If you are too ill to listen for more than
a couple of minutes, you might like to play short pieces of relaxing music before a silent rest.
Some people find recordings of rain and other soundscapes easier than those containing music
or speech. You may find familiar pieces of music take less energy than pieces that are new to
you. It may also be easier to listen to a recording of one or two instruments, rather than many
different parts.
• Relaxation Techniques – A Practical Handbook for the Health Care Professional by
Rosemary A. Payne ISBN 0-443-06263-3 ST£23.99 €34.77 (approx). This book
describes lots of methods, many of which are suitable for people with M.E. (but avoid
those including exercise or muscle tensing unless you are confident they are within your
limits).
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‘The Little Book of Calm’ by Paul Wilson ISBN 0 14 028526 1 ST£2.50/€3.63 (approx.)
contains lots of ideas to help combat stress and find peace. It is written in bite-sized
chunks.
Bed; Coping Strategies; Light Sensitivity; Meditation; Noise Sensitivity; Over-Stimulation;
Pacing; Pain; Sleep; Travelling
Diaphragmatic Breathing and Autogenic Training (on the M.E. Tips (UK) website
www.metips.co.uk ); Free Your Mind (article on the M.E. Tips (UK) website
www.metips.co.uk);
•

Samaritans - The Samaritans provide confidential emotional support for anyone in distress or
at risk of suicide. Local branches (details on the website and in the phone book) also have
phone numbers of local helplines and counselling services. Postal service: CHRIS, P.O. BOX
90 90, STIRLING, FK8 2SA, UNITED KINGDOM. People in Ireland can also write to their
local branch. Tel: 0044 8457 909090 (UK) 1890 609090 (ROI) Textphone: 0044 8457 90 91
92 E-mail: jo@samaritans.org Website: www.samaritans.org (for GB & Ireland). Tel: 0044
8457 909090 Textphone: 0044 8457 90 91 92 E-mail: jo@samaritans.org Website:
www.samaritans.org
Severe M.E. • 25% M.E. GROUP, 4 DOUGLAS COURT, BEACH ROAD, TROON, AYRSHIRE,
KA10 6SQ, UNITED KINGDOM. E-mail severeme.group@btinternet.com Website:
www.btinternet.com/~severeme.group A support group for people who are almost or
completely housebound or bedbound. Membership from the Republic of Ireland, at the
time of writing (April 2003) is ST£12.
• CHROME (Case History Research On M.E.) asks people with Severe M.E. (defined as
those who cannot leave the house unaided) or their carers to fill in a questionnaire each
year. This is the first project to be looking at the progress of the disease in people
severely affected. CHROME, 3 BRITANNIA ROAD, LONDON SW6 2HJ, UNITED
KINGDOM E-mail: secretary@chromesw6.co.uk
Website: http://ds.dial.pipex.com/comcare/chrome
Sex • SPOD (Sexual and Personal Relationships of the Disabled) 286 CAMDEN ROAD,
LONDON, N7 0BJ, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 20 7607 8851 Fax: 0044 20 7700
0236 Provides a list of publications and a telephone counselling service. E-mail:
spoduk@aol.com Website: www.spod-uk.org
InterAction 18; 1995; pages 14-16 Sex (intercourse) and M.E.
Shopping - Some major stores have a first aid room where people with M.E. can rest. Ask
for help; for example shop assistants may be willing to carry things to the car for you. A
shopping bag on wheels saves carrying, and some designs have a seat on the top. It is
possible to borrow wheelchairs at some large shops, and also an assistant to push you.
• SHOPMOBILITY Tel: 01-6208731 – this is a description by one person with M.E.: “it is
a service which operates in Liffey Valley Shopping Centre, Dublin allowing you to use a
motorised "scooter" and have a wonderful day out. On your first visit, it is necessary to
register at Shopmobility, showing two forms of identity (e.g. payment book, driving
license, disabled parking permit, bus pass etc.) and you will receive a membership
card. The scooter is very easy to drive and manoeuvre in shops, it has a basket for your
shopping and, as it's motorised, there is no effort involved and you are independent. The
service is FREE and available every day but only up to 5.30p.m. Similar scooters are
available in the Blanchardstown centre (Tel: 01-8221356) and the pavilions centre,
swords, Co. .Dublin (Tel: 01-8904580) while the Square, Tallaght and the Jervis Centre,
Dublin have standard wheelchairs. (Do not wheel the chair yourself). Two forms of I.D.
are essential; without I.D., Tallaght requests a deposit of €50.”
• SHOPMOBILITY (UK) schemes enable people to borrow electric and manual
wheelchairs and scooters in some shopping centres, Tel: 0044 20 7689 1040 E-mail:
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nfsuk@lineone.net Website: www.justmobility.co.uk/shop If you're unable for walking
around shopping, don't feel you have to housebound.
There is a lot of sensory information for the brain to process in a supermarket; you may find
smaller shops less exhausting. Make a standard shopping list for regular items and photocopy
it, then you can just add other items you need. Some shops will deliver to people’s homes and
others are willing to put together your order so that you only need to get it collected. Have
heavy items delivered or collected for you. Buying in bulk is cheaper, and reduces the
number of times you (or your helpers) have to shop. If you have milk deliveries, they may
also deliver drinks, eggs and potatoes. Many things can be bought by mail order, including
food. Some high street shops are able to take orders over the phone using a debit or credit
card and then send it to you by post. Write down details of your order so that things can be
chased up if necessary. Some large stores have magazines that can keep housebound people
up to date with new products. Many shops can now be accessed via the Internet. When
ordering food over the phone, it is not always necessary to struggle with a catalogue; if you
explain your disability some people are very willing to help.
• (UK) The ‘Pay as You Shop’ card works like a top-up card for a mobile phone, enabling
people to shop online without giving out their credit card details over the internet. To
top up your card, ask someone to take the card to one of the many top-up shops around
the country (see their website for a list) and give the cashier money to put on the card
holder’s account, ready to be used online. E-mail: customerservice@splashplastic.com
Website: www.splashplastic.com
• Many shops provide a delivery or mail order service including: TESCO www.tesco.ie or
ring your local stores to ask. There are a selection of retail outlets that sell through
www.buy4now.ie including Superquinn http://www.buy4now.ie/superquinn4food/
• For a list of Fair Trade catalogues contact ASSOCIATION FOR FAIRTRADE SHOPS,
BAFTS, TDA HOUSE, 211, CLAPHAM ROAD, LONDON SW2 02H, UNITED
KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 20 7737 5156
• A mail order stationers: THE GREEN STATIONERY COMPANY, STUDIO ONE, 114
WALCOT STREET, BATH, BA1 5BG, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1225 480556
E-mail: jay@greenstat.co.uk Website: www.greenstat.co.uk
Chemical Sensitivities; Driving; Parking Concessions; Telephone; Travelling; Walking;
Wheelchairs; Writing
InterAction 35; 2000; page 17 and issue 22; 1996; pages 13-14 Shopping from home guide
Sitting - If you are able to do jobs like ironing or cooking, these will take less energy if you
sit rather than stand. Sit to brush your teeth, wash etc. Walking sticks with a built in seat are
available; many people with M.E. use these for going out so that they can sit down when they
need to (see Walking). Keep a chair in every room, so you are able to sit down while you are
doing things. A tall stool or office chair can be very useful in the kitchen. An electric riserrecliner chair is a help to some people. Putting your legs up, perhaps on a high footstool, aids
the circulation. It may also help to have a little walk around occasionally. You might find it
easier to sit on the floor than on a chair, and this has the advantage of always being at hand.
Some people with M.E. find beanbags more comfortable than chairs, or try sitting or lying on
cushions on the floor. An inflatable armchair is lightweight and easy to move around.
When sitting, try to get your body as fully supported as possible on either side, behind
and underneath, by using a few extra cushions or a V shaped pillow. V-pillows (which are
available from disability catalogues and ARGOS) are often recommended but you may find
that they push your head forward awkwardly. A solid foam wedge is another possibility for
use in bed. It keeps your back straight when you sit up only slightly. Some catalogues also
sell these, or you might be able to obtain one more cheaply from a shop which cuts foam
shapes. An inflatable neck support pillow is good for some people. They are often sold as
travel pillows. If you can use your arms but have difficulty manoeuvring to sit up in bed, a
rope ladder bed hoist may be of use. This consists of strong nylon rope and plastic rungs. It
fastens to the legs of the bed and lies over the top enabling you to pull yourself up into a
sitting position. They can be obtained from disability catalogues. There are electric mattress
raisers (for single beds) or electric inflatable pillow lifts, which enable people to sit up in bed
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by pressing a button. A bed, mattress (on a ground sheet) or sun-lounger set up outside may
enable you to enjoy some fresh air for a bit without having to sit up (see Light Sensitivity;
Noise Sensitivity; Stairs; Walking; Wheelchair).
A lot of people with M.E. have great difficulty sitting up even if they are very well
supported. As with other activities, sitting up needs to be carefully paced if the M.E. is
severe. People with M.E. may get an overwhelming need to lie down urgently which can be
difficult if there are lots of pillows to get rid of. Be alert for warning signs if you are liable to
get this symptom.
There are a number of pieces of equipment designed to aid transferring from a
wheelchair to a bed or chair. If you are able to stand a little with assistance, there are
turntables to put under your feet. Alternatively a transfer board may be useful if the seats are
of compatible height. One end of the board goes on the wheelchair seat, the other on the bed
or chair, creating a continuous surface to manoeuvre along. A cushion may be used to make a
low seat higher. There are specially designed chair or bed raisers which can be put under the
castors if you find it easier to rise from a high seat. Some chairs have an electric seat which
moves to assist you into a standing position. A hoist may be required if you need a lot of help
with transferring.
• FANNIN HEALTHCARE, 15 REDMONDS HILL, DUBLIN 2 (01-4782211) and
BLACKTHORN ROAD, SANDYFORD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DUBLIN 18 Tel:
01-2944500 Fax: 01- 2954777 www.fanninhealthcare.com Suppliers of Mobility &
Rehabilitation aids such as "Wheelchairs, Hoists & Accessories"; Living Aids;
Physiotherapy Couches & Accessories; Stairlifts; Walking Aids
• HOMECARE MEDICAL SUPPLIES IRELAND
KNOCK RD, KILTIMAGH,
CO.MAYO Tel: 094-81361 Fax: 094-81370 TERRYLAND RETAIL PK, HEADFORD
ROAD, GALWAY Tel Lo Call:1890 390 590 Tel:091-567812 Fax: 091-567812 E-Mail:
hcms@eircom.net Website: www.homecaremedicalsupplies.ie They have a variety of
products e g. for seating, bathing, for the bed, for mobility (wheelchairs and scooters)
• In the UK, Beanbags are available from TFH SPECIAL NEEDS, 5-7 SEVERNSIDE
BUSINESS
PARK,
SEVERN
ROAD,
STOURPORT-ON-SEVERN,
WORCESTERSHIRE, DY13 9HT, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1299 827 820 Fax:
0044 1299 827 035 E-mail: tfh@tfhuk.com Website: www.tfhuk.com
• JOOLS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, 22-23 RAYNHAM ROAD INDUSTRIAL
ESTATE, BISHOP’S STORTFORD, HERFORDSHIRE, CM23 5PD, UNITED
KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1279 465 000 Fax: 0044 1279 465 444 E-mail: info@jools.co.uk
Website: www.sofabeanbag.co.uk Sells beanbags in four sizes including sofa size which
is like a bed (but not very easy to get up from).
Bed; Nature; Pacing; Pressure Sores; Toilet; Travelling; Walking; Wheelchairs
Sleep - If you find a bath relaxing, the evening can be a good time to have one, to help you
unwind before settling to sleep. Having a small supper (preferably complex carbohydrates
such as wholemeal bread) may avoid a blood sugar low in the night. Keep a snack such as a
banana by the bed in case you get hungry during the night.
Comfort is important and poor sleep may mean that the bed
or mattress needs replacing. Avoid anything stimulating for
a couple of hours before settling to sleep (e.g. bright
lighting, tea, coffee, coca cola, TV – especially exciting or
distressing programmes).
Earplugs may help you to sleep through noise. Using a
commode at night may be less likely to keep you awake
than walking all the way to the toilet.
Spending time awake in bed can contribute to difficulty
sleeping, but this cannot be helped when you have M.E. and
need good quality rest. Having two beds – a ‘day bed’ and a ‘night bed’ gets around this
problem; or if this is not possible try sleeping with your head at the foot of the bed so that you
are in a different position from the daytime. With luck your brain may come to associate the
night bed or night position with sleep. Opinion is divided about lie–ins and daytime naps –
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some doctors advise avoiding them and others feel that people with M.E. should sleep
whenever it comes. Experiment to find out which is better for you. Try settling at a similar
time every day; with M.E. one late night can be enough to disrupt sleep patterns for weeks.
If you can’t get enough sleep because of light, these tactics might be worth trying. Try
wearing a blindfold/sleep mask, which are available from some chemists (e.g.
SUPERDRUG), or if you know anyone who is travelling, airlines give them out on long
flights. In the long term, consider getting a blackout blind or blackout curtain lining. Some
specialist blackout blinds are sealed at the edges and can be used to make the room pitch
black, but new blinds release chemicals for over a week after installation. Blackout material
can be fixed to the window frame with adhesive Velcro (not suitable for sunny daytimes as
the glass might heat up). During light evenings wear dark glasses and, if necessary, blackout
your room and use low level artificial lighting. Try using a very dim light, or a torch at night,
perhaps with a red coloured bulb.
If sleep does not seem imminent, a personal stereo can help to pass the time during the
night, although listening to anything too stimulating may keep you awake. Choose a light
programme or talking book, or relaxing music. If you are kept awake by thoughts or worries,
set aside a time earlier in the evening to think, write things down or make lists. Relaxation
techniques can be helpful (see Resting). A Dictaphone may be the least stimulating way to jot
down thoughts in the middle of the night.
• The Website: www.sleepnet.com/links.htm Has many links to different sites about sleep.
• THE BRITISH SLEEP SOCIETY, P.O. BOX 247, COLNE, HUNTINGDON PE28
3UZ, UNITED KINGDOM. Website: www.british-sleep-society.org.uk includes Ireland
and the UK.
• There are some sleep specialists e.g. at the sleep clinics at the Mater Private Hospital, 71
Eccles Street, Dublin 7 & St Vincent's Hospital, Elm Park, Dublin 4.
• ACTION FOR M.E.’s information sheet on Sleep Disturbances. Send ST£1 to ACTION
FOR M.E. P.O. BOX 1302, WELLS, BA5 1YE, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1749
670799 Website: www.afme.org.uk
• ‘Sleep Sound’ (a relaxation CD/cassette) is available from DAWN AWAKENING
MUSIC LTD, FOXHOLE, DARTINGTON, TOTNES, DEVON, TQ9 6EB, UNITED
KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1803 864866 Website: www.dawn-awakening-music.ltd.uk
• ACS
WINDOW
TREATMENTS,
73
MANOR
ROAD,
BRACKLEY,
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE NN13 6ED, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1280 701 275
Install blackout systems.
Bed; Celebrations; Chemical Sensitivities; Doctors; Light Sensitivity; Noise Sensitivity; OverStimulation; Pain; Resting; Talking Books
AfME Sleep Disturbance in M.E. ST£1; InterAction 25; 1998; pages 26 – 28 Insomnia and
sleep disturbances; TYMES magazine Issue 38 has features about sleep disturbance
Special Interest Groups - There are a number of special interest groups for people with
M.E., details of which can be found in the magazine of Action for M.E. or by contacting
Action for M.E. One of these is the WRITERS’ M.E. GROUP. They circulate folders of
members’ work for other members to read. There is a general poetry group and a Christian
poetry group.
Christian; Parenting; University
Speech Difficulties - If you are able to speak, but only quietly, have something with which
you can make a noise, in order to alert people when you want to speak. Some telephones can
amplify outgoing (or incoming) sound.
• BT suggests in ‘The BT Guide for Disabled People’ that people with no voice might use
an answering machine, fax machine, speech synthesiser or Textphone. Freephone: 0044
800 919 591 for more details.
It may be worth learning a bit of sign language or inventing some signs of your own. A
speech therapist may be able to provide more information or equipment e.g. a computer.
Computers can provide an artificial voice if you are able to use one. Some people
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communicate by blowing or moving to indicate each letter, while another person says the
alphabet. It is more efficient if the alphabet is ordered so that the most common letter comes
first. Here is one such English language ordering: e t a o i n s r h l d c u m f p g w y b v k x j
q z. Other people trace letters with their finger on a helper’s hand. Alternative methods of
communication include boards (bought or home made) with pictures, words, symbols or
letters. The person who is ill indicates either by pointing, moving their eyes or making some
signal as the helper points. However, some people with M.E. are too ill even to do the
thinking required for communication.
• ENABLE IRELAND SANDYMOUNT AVENUE, DUBLIN 4 Tel: (01) 269 5355 Fax:
(01) 260 1478 e-mail: info@enableireland.ie Web: www.enableireland.ie may be able to
help with information and advice.
• There are about a hundred different voice output communication aids, for more
information contact ISAAC-IRELAND c/o Isobel Connolly Barrett Cheshire Home
20/21 HERBERT ST., DUBLIN 2, IRELAND Bus: 00353 1 676 0865 Fax: 00353 1
276-5743 Email: isobelconnolly@eircom.net
• COMMUNICABILITY – THE JAMES POWELL UK TRUST, CLERWOOD HOUSE,
96 CLERMINSTER ROAD, EDINBURGH, EH12 6UT, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel:
0044 131 334 0977 aims to help with the provision of communication aids, equipment
and related services.
Computer; Reading; Telephone; Writing
Stairs - Think ahead to minimize the number of trips up and down stairs. Make a collection
of things to take up or down with you next time you go, or ask someone else to take them.
Try to keep things that you will want during the day on one level of your home. Get
duplicates of some items and keep one upstairs and one downstairs; e.g. a second lightweight
vacuum cleaner, a telephone and small items such as scissors and paper. Keep a duvet and
pillow downstairs and something to lie on such as a travel mattress, or even a second bed so
that you can rest without having to go upstairs. It might be possible to re-arrange your house
in a way that enables you to live downstairs. Consider having a downstairs toilet fitted or use
a commode chair. Alternatively, you could have a small kitchen area upstairs. However, you
may find that some rooms tend to be noisier than others, so consider factors such as proximity
to household activity (which may be worse downstairs) and the transmission of outside noise.
Go downstairs slowly one step at a time sitting down, or stand and make use of the handrail.
A stairlift can be very helpful, although they are expensive. Social services might be able to
provide one, depending on the local budget. They can be bought second-hand through local
newspapers, stairlift companies, or disability organisations. If you are thinking of moving
house, look at bungalows, ground floor flats and houses with a downstairs toilet.
• FANNIN HEALTHCARE, 15 REDMONDS HILL, DUBLIN 2 (01-4782211) and
BLACKTHORN ROAD, SANDYFORD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DUBLIN 18 Tel:
01-2944500 Fax: 01- 2954777 www.fanninhealthcare.com Suppliers of Mobility &
Rehabilitation aids such as "Wheelchairs, Hoists & Accessories"; Living Aids;
Physiotherapy Couches & Accessories; Stairlifts; Walking Aids
Noise Sensitivity; Walking
Talking Books - Talking Newspapers and Magazines. The following organisations all
require a doctor’s signature to show that the person has an illness or disability which causes
difficulty in reading or holding books/magazines.
• CALIBRE, AYLESBURY, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE HP22 5XQ,
UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1296 432339 E-mail:
info@calibre.org.uk Website: www.calibre.org.uk Calibre is a
cassette library with over 6000 specially recorded unabridged
books. Membership is free; the organisation relies on donations.
Postage to and from the library is also free. Full details of the
books available and application forms available on the website.
People with M.E. in the ROI have also been able to use this service.
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TALKING NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION UK (TNAUK), NATIONAL RECORDING
CENTRE, HEATHFIELD, EAST SUSSEX, TN21 8DB, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel:
0044 1435 866102 E-mail: info@tnauk.org.uk Website: www.tnauk.org.uk TNAUK
records many magazines and newspapers onto cassette. Subscription costs ST£45 €65
(approx) (concessionary ST£30 €44 (approx)) per year plus postage, for up to 3 titles.
They can supply details of local talking newspapers and other tape services. The Irish
Times daily was their first International publication and is still currently available. They
service subscribers in Ireland.
• TALKING NEWSPAPERS IN IRELAND, ARMAGH TN, PORTNELIGAN HOUSE,
236 MONAGHAN ROAD, ARMAGH, CO ARMAGH, BT60 4HQ. Tel: 028 37568445
(contact name Ms O Bell). FERMANAGH TN, LAKELAND ECHO STUDIO,
SENSORY UNIT, DRUMCO, ENNISKILLEN, CO FERMANAGH, BT74 6AY. Tel:
028 66327153.
• LISTENING BOOKS, 12 LANT STREET, LONDON, SE1 1QH, UNITED KINGDOM.
Tel: 0044 20 7407 9417 E-mail: info@listening-books.org.uk Website: www.listeningbooks.org.uk Listening Books has a cassette library with commercial recordings of both
abridged and unabridged books. Subscription costs ST£50 per year. There is a children’s
library, and they provide support for the National Curriculum at Key Stages 2, 3 and 4.
They also supply audio equipment called an ‘easy play’ to people with difficulty using a
standard tape player.
If you can’t listen to very much, try tapes of short stories, children’s books or poetry. Use a
tape head cleaner regularly to minimize background noise when playing cassettes. Some tape
recorders have a ‘cue and review’ facility. This enables the listener to fast forward audibly
and to hear when there is a change or silence. Some recordings take advantage of this
possibility so that in, for example, a taped magazine you can find the beginning of the next
article. Many local libraries stock talking books, which are available for anyone to borrow.
Some also have a delivery service for people who are housebound. InterAction, the magazine
of Action for M.E., is available on tape.
Environmental Control Systems; Headaches; Pacing; Plugs; Reading; Television and Radio;
Writing

•

Teeth - It takes less energy to brush teeth if you do it sitting down. Some people find an
electric toothbrush useful. If travelling is likely to be bad for your health, ask for a home visit
from a dentist. Try a mouthwash if you can’t always brush your teeth.
• You may find ‘Flossettes’ (from BOOTS) easier to use than dental floss.
• THE BRITISH SOCIETY FOR MERCURY-FREE DENTISTRY, 221, OLD
BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON SW5 0EA, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 20 7373
3655 Send an A4 s.a.e. for an information pack
Grip; Travelling
InterAction 17; 1994; pages 14-15 Mercury amalgam debate
Telephone - Phone calls are often unpredicted and it is easy to find
yourself using up too much energy. Arranging times for phone
conversations in advance can make illness-management a bit easier.
It may also help to let the other person know how long you expect
to be able to talk for, and perhaps to use a timer (see Pacing for
details of a timer). Practice being assertive – “I’m sorry, I’m not up
to talking at the moment, can I arrange a time to ring you back?”
(See People for details of a MIND booklet on assertiveness). With
an answer phone you can receive messages without needing to
answer or you can get a voice mailbox (“Call Answering”) with
Eircom (i.e. one doesn’t need an answerphone). Rests will be better
quality if you don’t leap up to answer the phone in the middle; you might like to turn the
ringing off at these times, or leave only one phone audible. Answer phones can also be used
to screen calls so you can choose which ones to answer. Phone 1471(works in both Ireland
and Great Britain) to find out the last number that dialled you. There is a Caller Display
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service in the UK that enables you to tell who is ringing by displaying their number on the
screen of your phone and an automatic ‘Reminder Call’. In the ROI, either look at the
products and services section at the start of the phone book or ring Customer Services (1901
with Eircom). To save rushing to the phone when you are up to answering, have extra phones
in different rooms, or at least one upstairs and one down. Position them so that you are able
to sit or lie down while you talk. Telephone extension leads and cordless phones can be used.
Hands-free operation is possible with some telephones, either by means of a headset (which
can be used lying down) or a built in speaker and microphone. It may be necessary to speak
quite loudly into this kind of microphone. Some phones also have the ability to amplify
outgoing (or incoming) sound. The telephone can be used for shopping, banking, and keeping
in touch with friends (a three-way call is possible). If it is easier for you to listen to a
conversation than to take part, you could listen while another person talks. With two phones
or a hands free phone you can hear both sides of the conversation and participate a bit if you
want to. Some carers carry a mobile phone so they can be contacted when they are out.
Mobiles are also useful it you are able to go out alone, in case you need to call for a lift, taxi
or breakdown service.
• If one has a physical or medical condition which makes it difficult to use the phone book,
you can apply to use the Eircom directory enquiry service free of charge by contacting
1800 574 575. In the UK, to apply to use the free Directory Enquiries service for people
whose disability prevents the use of a telephone directory, ring 195.
• GOLDEN PAGES TALKING: Free phone 1800 625 625 is the free telephone
information search service Website: www.goldenpages.ie
• Sales telephone calls can be minimized by contacting the TELEPHONE PREFERENCE
SERVICE. Ireland has two preference services: the Mailing Preference Service and the
Telephone Preference Service. Consumers and customers that would like to be on the
lists, should contact the IRISH DIRECT MARKETING ASSOCIATION, IDMA
OFFICE, CLIFTON HOUSE, LOWER FITZWILLIAM STREET, DUBLIN 2,
IRELAND
• In the UK, BT have a free guide to their products and services for older or disabled
people called ‘Freedom to Communicate’, available in Braille, large print, disk and on
audiotape. BT AGE AND DISABILITY ACTION TEAM Voice Freephone: 0044 800
919 591 Fax: 0044 20 8326 9339 Textphone: 0044 800 243 123 E-mail:
disability@bt.com Website: www.bt.com . To find out about similar services with
Eircom, phone (for free) 1901 or visit www.eircom.ie
• THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR CONSUMER AFFAIRS (RICABILITY), 30
ANGEL GATE, CITY ROAD, LONDON, EC1V 2PT, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044
20 7427 2460 Fax: 0044 20 7427 2468 Textphone: 0044 20 7427 2469 E-mail:
mail@ricability.org.uk Website: www.ricability.org.uk researches and published
unbiased information on products and services to enable older and disabled people to live
more independently. They have a leaflet called ‘It’s Your Call’, which gives information
about what services are available from the 8 largest phone companies and tells you how
to get them. Also available in Braille, large print and on tape.
• Audioline Petit is a miniphone which is suitable for people who have difficulty holding
the phone (although the small buttons are unsuitable for those with coordination
problems). Available from DIXONS/CURRYS Website: www.dixons.co.uk The Irish
head office for the Dixons Group can be contacted at 016262430
Headaches; Household; Pacing; People; Shopping; Speech
Difficulties; Visitors
Television and Radio - A special filter fixed to the front of the TV
screen may make it a bit easier to watch, as may sunglasses. A
remote control saves getting up, multi-purpose remote controls can
be obtained and also ones with large buttons. If you don’t have a
TV with a remote control, but you do have a video with one; if you
switch your TV to the video channel, you can then change
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channels using the video remote. Record your favourite programmes to enjoy at your best
time of day, watching or listening to it in short sessions if necessary. Using a video enables
you to fast forward through the adverts. Some people with M.E. watch television with the
sound off (some sports and nature programmes are suitable for silent viewing), although the
high-pitched noise may still be too much. Try subtitles on Teletext page 888 (British & Irish
channels); Aertel on RTE1 page 366 has a list of the programmes with subtitles for that day
on RTE. Use the mute button if sudden loud patches are difficult. If you are well enough,
you might like to hire a video and invite a friend. Friends in different places can hire the
same video and talk about it on the telephone. It might be worth buying a film guide in order
to select the best films to watch. Many people with M.E. find radio or cassettes easier than
television. Some radios and televisions have a timer and can turn themselves off. Other
family members may be willing to use headphones when they watch TV if the noise affects
you.
• Anti-radiation screen filters are available by mail order from THE GREEN
STATIONERY COMPANY, STUDIO ONE, 114 WALCOT STREET, BATH, BA1
5BG, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1225 480556 E-mail: jay@greenstat.co.uk
Website: www.greenstat.co.uk
Education; Environmental Control Systems; Headaches; Pacing; Plugs; Sleep; Talking
Books
Temperature Control - Have extra clothing with you when out, especially a warm light
garment such as a fleece. A hot or cold drink or a warm bath can help (see Washing and
Drinking). Soak icy feet in a bowl of warm water. If you are well enough, try wearing
several layers of thin clothes, as it is more flexible for varying temperature. Two thin pairs of
trousers, or long johns and trousers, may be more comfortable than one bulky pair. Use extra
covers on the bed if needed, this may enable you to have the window open sometimes for
fresh air. Duvets are lighter than blankets. Cellular blankets are warm and lightweight. A
blanket can be folded and used over part of your body for localised coldness. An electric oilfilled radiator is very useful for keeping one room warmer than the others. A lot of warmth is
lost through the head, so try putting on a soft hat if you get cold in the
middle of the night. One person with M.E. keeps a designated kettle
next to her bed. She tips water straight from a hot water bottle back
into the kettle to be reheated. Wrapping a hot water bottle in a
blanket or towels will keep it warm for a while until you need it. An
electric or folded paper fan may be of use.
• Many people use an electric blanket or electric heat pad (heat pads are sold through
BOOTS or ARGOS).
•
"FRIENDS OF THE FOUNDATION", 1 CLANWILLIAM SQUARE, GRAND
CANAL QUAY, DUBLIN 2 Tel:
01 6618188 Fax:
01 6618261 Website:
Email:
info@arthritiswww.arthritis-foundation.com/sales/catalog/contents.htm
foundation.com The Arthitis Foundation of Ireland stock many products for disabled
people..including wheat bags

A ‘Hot Bot’ can be heated up in a microwave or frozen. They don’t stay hot for as long
as a hot water bottle but they are much more comfortable. They are available from:
WAYS AND MEANS (formerly from CAVERILL LTD.), UNIT 2, PADDOCK ROAD,
CAVERSHAM, READING, RG4 5BY, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 118 984 3142
Fax: 0044 118 946 1176 E-mail: info@caverill.co.uk Website: www.caverill.co.uk A
similar product microwaveable “Cozy Cushion” is available in Ireland from MARTIN
CROFT SALES, Tel: 086-2528383
• ‘Heateze’ and hand, foot and body warmers (which can only be used once) are available
from MYCOAL WARM PACKS LTD, UNIT 1, IMPERIAL PARK, EMPRESS ROAD,
SOUTHAMPTON, SO14 0JW, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 23 8021 1068 E-mail:
enquiries@mycoal.co.uk
Clothes; Drinking; Washing

•
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Tinnitus - Recordings of relaxing sounds can help to mask tinnitus.
• ‘Sleep Sound’ a relaxation recording on CD and cassette. Tel: 0044 1803 864866
DAWN AWAKENING MUSIC
Toilet – Children at school may require special permission to allow them to eat, drink and use
the toilet when they need to as needing the toilet frequently is a symptom of M.E. - Castor
chairs are wheelchairs for use indoors which require no turning circle so they can get to some
places that would be inaccessible to a larger chair. There are also special chairs with a hole in
the seat, which can be wheeled over the toilet and also used for showering/washing. There
are cushioned toilet seats for people who find hard seats painful. A raised toilet seat with
handles or a grab rail might be of use if you have difficulty rising from a seated position.
Social Services may be willing to provide any of this equipment. Although there is a risk of
losing muscle bulk if you walk less, as long as you are aware of this, using a commode
intelligently can increase flexibility. If walking is very limited, reducing the amount used on
getting to the toilet can leave more walking ability free for other things such as going into
other rooms, tackling stairs or going outside. You may be able to use toilet paper while
sitting down. A commode or bottle can be useful if you need to go to the toilet frequently
(especially if the bathroom is occupied!). If you can’t get to the toilet, use a commode or
urine bottle (male and female versions available), or ladies’ slipper urinal (from BOOTS –
these can be used lying down). People with difficulty sitting up to use the toilet/commode
might benefit from having a back to front dining chair to lean forward onto, with a pillow for
padding.
• TRIPSCOPE, THE VASSALL CENTRE, GILL AVENUE, FISHPONDS, BRISTOL,
BS16 2QQ, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel/Minicom: 0044 8457 585641 (local rate) Fax:
0044 117 939 7736 E-mail: enquiries@tripscope.org.uk Website: www.tripscope.org.uk
can provide information about accessible toilets.
• The Tymes Trust launched the TYMES TRUSTCARD in 2002. It’s a “pass card” signed
by your Head Teacher. It states that you have permission to use the facilities you need, or
obtain assistance. TYMES TRUST, P.O. BOX 4347, STOCK, INGATESTONE,
ESSEX, CM4 9TE, UNITED KINGDOM. Advice line: 0044 1245 40 10 80
Household; Sleep; Travelling; Washing
Travelling – In addition to Parking Concessions, various schemes are run in conjunction with
local councils/social services departments in the UK, which allow disabled people to use
public transport for free (e.g. the Freedom pass in London) or to take advantage of reduced
fares in wheelchair accessible taxis. If you have a car, use the back seat as a place to rest with
a pillow and sleeping bag (remember to lock the doors).
An M.E. travel kit bag might contain some or all of the following: eye mask, ear
defenders, ear plugs, wrap-around sunglasses, sun cap, plastic bags for travel sickness, a damp
flannel, water to drink and snacks.
Try to get as comfortable and well supported as possible before setting off. You may
benefit from having padding under your legs and arms, a neck pillow and perhaps a handtowel around your waist as a lumbar support. Reduce vibration by sitting on a pillow and
putting another under your feet. Relaxation techniques such as breathing exercises can help
to reduce the impact of the movement (see section on Resting). Smooth, straight roads are
generally the easiest, although motorways are noisy and full of
fumes. You may find air conditioning and good suspension
helpful. Keeping your eyes closed when travelling reduces the
stimulation. If you are able to rest in the vehicle, it can help to
stop regularly, although some people find it easier to do the whole
lot in one go.
A carer may be able to check out the route beforehand to
minimize problems on the day. Plan routes around toilet stops or
if necessary take a portable urinal. Travel at off-peak times to
avoid predictable traffic jams. Some road rescue services have
priority service for disabled customers. Consider taking a mobile
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phone if you have one. Explain a bit about your needs to the person driving; for example
asking them to drive as smoothly as possible and not to chat or have the radio on. As the
driver will be occupied, it may be worth having a second helper to care for you while on the
move.
You may need to travel lying down or in a reclined position, although this leaves you
without the protection of a safety belt. The most widely used method is to recline the front
seat. You could try sitting in the back with your legs raised on a pillow on the fully reclined
front seat. Another method is to lie on cushions on the back seat, or in a large car lay the back
seats down flat and create a ‘bed’ with lots of padding, in the boot space. Probably the safest
method of travelling in a horizontal position is by stretcher ambulance. With a doctor’s
backing, these can be provided on the NHS (in the UK) for medical journeys. It is possible to
hire one from St John’s Ambulance or the Red Cross (which operate both in the ROI and the
UK) but this is very expensive. Funding for a particular journey can be sought from local
charities such as Rotary and Lions Clubs. Ambulances and Dial-a-ride services often go
round picking up several people, which extends the length of the journey. If this would make
you more ill explain your difficulty and request a direct route.
Bear in mind that you may feel worse than usual after a journey and so be less able to
tackle stairs, walking and general activity. It’s an idea to try and organise for a room to be
ready before you arrive so you can rest without delays. Packing and other preparation should
be done well in advance (ideally by another person) to enable you to get plenty of rest before
the journey.
It may be worth suffering for a few days in order to get a change of scene, but perhaps
only if you stay for a fortnight or so to give yourself time to recover and have some quality
time. Staying somewhere close to home can make a journey more manageable (even the next
street is a change if you can’t normally go there). Where travelling is likely to be bad for your
health, do ask (and keep asking) for home visits from doctors, dentists and therapists
wherever possible. If having both a journey and an event in one day is too much, you might
be able to stagger it by staying somewhere for a night or two. For example, a hospital
appointment may be more possible as an inpatient than as an outpatient. If the aim in an
outing is to improve quality of life, and yet you suffer so much that it has the opposite effect,
you may find you benefit more from staying at home and finding other things to enjoy.
Train travel can be demanding due to the distance from ticket desk to platform in large
stations. Iarnrod Eireann states that most large stations have a wheelchair available while
Heuston Station, Dublin also has a buggy. On arrival, ask at Information Desk (allow extra
time) and a staff member will assist. If travelling to a large station, ask a staff member to
phone ahead to request wheelchair/buggy assistance on disembarking, thereby saving your
energy.
• Iarnrod Eireann Accessibility Office Tel: 703-2634.
• Vantastic (www.vantastic.ie) is a private company that was launched by the CIL (Center
for Independent Living) in 1995. They endeavour to provide a quality transport service
that's accessible and affordable. Fundamentally, Vantastic aims to contribute to the
independence of disabled people by providing them with the means through which they
can participate in all aspects of mainstream society. Vantastic rates are a minimum of
€4.00 per call out. At least 24 hours prior notice is required. Apart from the Dublin
Vantastic service, there are also separate services operated in both Dun Laoghaire and
Galway. VANTASTIC DIAL-A- RIDE LTD, 196 HOWTH RD, KILLESTER,
DUBLIN 3, REPUBLIC OF IRELAND Tel:353 1 8330014 (Admin) 353 1 8330663
(Booking) Fax: 353 1 8330678 Email:info@vantastic.ie
• TRIPSCOPE, THE VASSALL CENTRE, GILL AVENUE, FISHPONDS, BRISTOL,
BS16 2QQ, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel/Minicom: 0044 8457 585641 (local rate) Fax:
0044 117 939 7736 E-mail: enquiries@tripscope.org.uk Website: www.tripscope.org.uk
Provides information and suggestions about travelling and mobility for people with a
disability or chronic illness.
• For train times and fares call Iarnród Éireann Passenger Information Tel: 01-8366222
• DISABILITY ACTION - NORTHERN IRELAND, 2 ANNUNDALE ROAD,
BELFAST, BT7 3JH Tel: (028) 90491 011 Fax: (028) 90491 627 Minicom: (028) 90645
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779 Campaigns for appropriate legislation and provision of benefits to meet the needs of
people with disabilities. It works to change negative attitudes towards disabled people in
society, and to confront discrimination in all spheres of life. They also offer a range of
services to enable disabled people to make informed choices about issues which affect
their lives. They provide an information service, employment and training advice, a
transport service.
• IRISH WHEELCHAIR ASSOCIATION ARAS CHUCHULAIN, BLACKHEATH
DRIVE, CLONTARF, DUBLIN 3. Tel 01 8186400. Fax 01 8333873. E Mail
info@iwa.ie. http://www.iwa.ie/ IWA aims for full integration of people with disabilities
in the community. Services include: Respite Care; Family & Carer Supports; Social
Work; Occupational Therapy; Wheelchair Sales, Loan & Repairs; Driving Tuition;
Adapted Transport; Independent Living Training; Day Resource Centres; Peer
Counselling; Sports; Housing.
• Local DIAL-A-RIDE schemes in the UK offer a low cost door-to-door transport service
for people with mobility problems who find it hard or impossible to use conventional
public transport. Contact TRIPSCOPE for details (see below). Some volunteer bureaux
run social car schemes which may also be cheaper than hiring a taxi. Contact your local
volunteer bureau or Dial-a-ride.
• The book ‘Multiple Chemical Sensitivity – A survival guide’ by Pamela Reed Gibson
ISBN 1-57224-173-X ST£12.99 €18.83 (approx.) includes lots of ideas on travelling
with chemical sensitivities.
•
‘M.E. Chronic Fatigue Syndrome: A Practical Guide’ by Dr Anne Macintyre includes a
section about travel. (ISBN 0 7225 3539 2)
• A sheepskin safety belt cover is available from EASYRIDER COMPANY LTD. 60
MAIN ROAD, HACKLETON, NORTHAMPTON, NN7 2AB, UNITED KINGDOM.
Tel: 0044 1604 870713 Website: www.easyrider.com
Chemical Sensitivities; Driving; Holidays; Light Sensitivity; Noise Sensitivity; Pain; Parking
Concessions; Quality of Life; Shopping; Sitting; Toilet; Wheelchairs
Travel and Severe M.E. (on the M.E. Tips website); YAO How To: Go Places and Meet
People
Tray • Small tables can be obtained which wheel over the bed/armchair. Some people use a
non-slip tray with a beanbag base for drinking, eating, reading and writing, these can be
obtained from LAKELAND LIMITED, ALEXANDRA BUILDINGS, WINDERMERE,
CUMBRIA, LA23 1BQ, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1539 488100 E-mail:
net.shop@lakelandlimited.co.uk Website: www.lakelandlimited.co.uk
• A tray with a top that lifts and props up is useful to put books and magazines on and also
for writing in bed. The Adjusting Angle Bed Tray ref.: AG1008 from HOUSE OF
BATH, ROOM 240, NUMBER ONE, BARTLETT STREET, BATH, BA1 2QZ,
UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 870 6075021
Trolley
Trolley - A trolley or table on wheels can be useful to save carrying things backwards and
forwards. Load it up in the morning with things you will want during the day e.g. kettle,
thermos, bowl, flannel, notepad.
Bed; Tray
University - ‘Choose your subject carefully and be organised.’ ‘On a practical level, find out
how many lectures a week you will have to attend plus extra work on top of that.’ ‘Plan out a
work time table.’ ‘Tell your lecturers, personal tutor, Department and Year heads about the
situation.’ ‘Remember, always ask these people for help if you need it.’ Think carefully
about the practicalities of university life, and what assistance you are likely to need. Some
Halls of Residence have special rooms for people with disabilities, which may be more
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suitable. The University may have a society for students with disabilities. Many students
now choose a university close to home and don’t travel away.
• THE OPEN UNIVERSITY IN IRELAND ireland@open.ac.uk Belfast: Tel: 028
90245025 Fax: 028 90230565 Address: 40 UNIVERSITY ROAD, BELFAST, BT7 1SU
Dublin: Tel: (01) 678 5399 Fax: (01) 678 5442 THE OPEN UNIVERSITY IN
IRELAND, ENQUIRY AND ADVICE CENTRE, HOLBROOK HOUSE, HOLLES
STREET, DUBLIN 2. The Open University enables people to study from home and
makes use of radio and television.
• AHEAD (Association for Higher Education Access and Disability) NEWMAN HOUSE,
86 ST. STEPHEN'S GREEN, DUBLIN 2. Phone: 01-4752386. Fax: 01-4752387.
Website: www.ahead.ie E-mail: ahead@iol.ie They have produced booklets which have
included information on M.E.
The quotes in this section are from ‘Survival at University with M.E.’ an article by Catherine
Foxwell, Cheers 19 p21 (Cheers is the magazine of the Association of Young People with
M.E.)
Computer; Education; Over-Stimulation; Paperwork; People; Reading; Talking Books;
Writing; Young People
YAO ‘Learn & Live’ a guide to the OU; YAO ‘Students and M.E.’
VAT - People with a chronic illness can claim VAT exemption on products designed
specifically for people with a disability. This makes a significant difference to the cost of
expensive equipment. Items which you may need because of your disability, but which were
designed for general use (e.g. earplugs) are not exempt. Ask your local VAT office for
details.
• “VAT 61A – Claim for Refund of Value Added Tax (VAT) chargeable on aids and
appliances for use by Disabled Persons under the Value Added Tax (Refund of Tax) (No.
15) Order, 1981.” It says that “further copies of this form may be obtained from VAT
(UNREGISTERED) REPAYMENTS SECTION, REVENUE, KILRUSH ROAD,
ENNIS, CO. CLARE (Tel: (065) 6849000 or LoCall 1890 20 20 33. Fax: (065) 6849248
E-mail: unregvat@revenue.ie or can be downloaded from
www.revenue.ie/publications/curntfms/curfrms.htm Point 6 on the form says: “The
above-mentioned order does not cover refunds on motor cars for disabled drivers or on
motor vehicles for the transport of severely disabled persons or on road vehicles of any
kind. Refund of VAT on these goods may be claimed, on the appropriate claim forms,
which are available from the CENTRAL REPAYMENTS SECTION, CUSTOMS &
EXCISE, COOLSHANNAGH, MONAGHAN (Tel: 047-82800 or LoCall 1890
606061).”
Visitors - It isn’t easy to ask a visitor to leave. One idea, which doesn’t interrupt the flow of
the conversation, is to use coloured cards. When you are OK, have a green card on view. An
orange card silently indicates to the visitor that you need to wind down the conversation, and
a red card means you need a rest urgently. Rudyard Kipling had an ornamental fish, which he
turned to point away from the room when he wanted the visitor to leave. If possible plan
visitors for your best time of day and perhaps decide
beforehand how long they should stay. It might help to use a
countdown timer, which will beep after a set period.
Frequent short visits are better than getting worn out once a
fortnight. One person with M.E. uses a signalling system
where a specific curtain is left open if she is happy for a
visitor to pop in, and closed if not. If you find it difficult to
concentrate when there is more than one noise, ask visitors to
try and avoid speaking at the same time as someone else or over the top of an aeroplane or
television. Explain that your brain has trouble filtering out excess stimuli, and if necessary
ask friends to visit one at a time. Make plans to minimize the chances of the conversation
grinding to an awkward halt. Look out for interesting topics, facts or jokes. Think about
what you might talk about, and maybe let the visitor know in advance. You might prefer to
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do something together such as playing games or watching television. Use refreshments. If
you are too ill to have a long conversation, a friend might be able to pop in to see you, go and
talk to another family member while you rest, then pop in to you again before they go; or you
might be up to having them sit quietly in the room reading a book, studying or playing
patience. Some people might like to share a time of silent meditation, prayer or deep
relaxation with you. If you are very ill, your family may be able to keep up some contact with
your friends on your behalf. Visitors who would stay the night if you were well enough might
be able to stay at a local Bed & Breakfast instead.
Cooking; Meditation; Over-Stimulation; Pacing; People; Resting; Telephone; Writing
Walking - A lightweight stick, walking frame or crutches might help. Some ramblers use ski
sticks or walking poles. Wheelchairs save a lot of energy even if you are able to walk, and
enable people with M.E. to go further. Walking is easier than standing for many people with
M.E.; if this is the case for you, try walking on the spot or moving your legs around instead of
standing still. Spreading salty sand on wet or icy steps will make them less slippery.
•
Walking sticks can be purchased with a built in seat, so you can sit down when you need
to. A folding seat stick is available from GP SPECIAL PROJECTS LTD, P.O. BOX 25,
PORTISHEAD, BRISTOL, BS20 9NJ, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1275 842322
However, it is worth comparing different types – the Disabled Living Foundation can
supply details (see page 8). Some designs take more strength to open than others, and
models with three or four legs offer more stability. The height and weight may also be
important, and vary between models. One M.E. sufferer says she bought hers in fishing
and outdoor shops. Here is what another M.E. sufferer has to say on the subject: “I
recently discovered a wonderful aid which I thought might be of interest to people like
me who need frequent rests when walking or who cannot stand for longer than a few
minutes without suffering afterwards. This aid is a SEATSTICK - a stick with a flipdown seat and the base is a tripod. It is extremely lightweight - not even 1lb. It's very
easy to carry, having a crook which can hang over the arm and, in the upright position,
it's completely flat. When the seat is flipped open, the legs open into a tripod. It's
designed for use preferably on hard or non-slippery surfaces and is suitable for people up
to 150kgs. Just ensure it's level, sit down slowly and rest! I use it everywhere, going for
a walk (which I can now do due to the seatstick), shopping, browsing through library
shelves, queuing for the cash-desk ... anywhere that involves walking or standing. I'm
using a TRIO seatstick (there's also a taller version) which I bought in Swords Hardware,
Swords, Co. Dublin. At present, it's available only by ordering (01-8401335 - Christy).
It is manufactured by LINDEN LEISURE LTD., WINCHCOMBE, GL54 5NS,
ENGLAND.
•
"FRIENDS OF THE FOUNDATION", 1 CLANWILLIAM SQUARE, GRAND
CANAL QUAY, DUBLIN 2 Tel:
01 6618188 Fax:
01 6618261 Website:
www.arthritis-foundation.com/sales/catalog/contents.htm
Email:
info@arthritisfoundation.com The Arthitis Foundation of Ireland stock many products for disabled people.
including seat-sticks.

FANNIN HEALTHCARE, 15 REDMONDS HILL, DUBLIN 2 (01-4782211) and
BLACKTHORN ROAD, SANDYFORD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DUBLIN 18 Tel:
01-2944500 Fax: 01- 2954777 www.fanninhealthcare.com Suppliers of Mobility &
Rehabilitation aids such as "Wheelchairs, Hoists & Accessories"; Living Aids;
Physiotherapy Couches & Accessories; Stairlifts; Walking Aids.
Door; Parking Concessions; Shopping; Sitting; Stairs; Toilet; Travelling; Wheelchairs

•

Washing - If hot baths make you ill, try one at body temperature. Grab rails can be fitted
next to the bath, shower or toilet, or in other places where they might be useful. Consider
getting a non-slip shower or bath mat.
A seat for the bath or shower can save a lot of energy even if you are able to stand to
wash. There are various types such as a simple four-legged stool, wall-mounted folding seats,
or a seat that goes across the bath (ask an Occupational Therapist). An extra wall- fitting for
the showerhead could be positioned lower down for a seated position. Have a stool by the
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basin as well. If there is room, a castor chair can be wheeled up to the basin to save lifting
(Wheelchairs). Sit down when drying yourself, brushing teeth, or having a wash.
A shower robe may enable you to get warm and have a rest before getting dressed and
saves energy on drying, or wrap yourself in a big bath towel or two. Towels or clothes can be
warmed on a radiator or in a tumble drier. If you are too ill for a bath or shower, try having a
wash in bed with or without assistance. It may be worth washing only one part of your body
per session. Plastic bidets can be obtained which fit onto the toilet
Balls of soft mesh are available from chemists (known as ‘puffs’ or ‘body polishing
sponges’). These lather up soap more easily, thus reducing the energy needed to wash. A
particularly good type is the ‘Ulay puff’. A flannel mitt (or two face cloths sewn together)
will help stop you dropping a face cloth.
If you can’t wash every day, shaving armpits every week or two reduces body odour.
You can wash hands in bed with no-water hand wash or vodka. Baby wipes can be used for
keeping hands and body clean. Take care with new products if you have chemical
sensitivities. If you find a bath relaxing, the evening can be a good time to have one, to help
you unwind before settling to sleep.
•
"FRIENDS OF THE FOUNDATION", 1 CLANWILLIAM SQUARE, GRAND
CANAL QUAY, DUBLIN 2 Tel:
01 6618188 Fax:
01 6618261 Website:
www.arthritis-foundation.com/sales/catalog/contents.htm
Email:
info@arthritisfoundation.com The Arthitis Foundation of Ireland stock many products for disabled people.

Chemical Sensitivities; Hair; Teeth; Toilet
Wheelchairs - Using a wheelchair takes much less
energy than walking, but it does take energy. Take it
slowly and get someone to push you. If you are quite
severely ill, try it at home without moving around first.
To minimize vibration, have large wheels with pneumatic
tyres and stick to smooth surfaces. Wheelchairs are a
form of transport, which can enable people with M.E. to
go much further than they could walk. This needn’t stop
you using your leg muscles if you can walk – think about
a child’s use of a wheelchair. If you are embarrassed, go
at first to a place where you are unlikely to see anyone
you know. People who can’t sit up for long enough to
use a standard chair may be able to use one that reclines
fully or partially (fully reclining wheelchairs can be used lying down). Experiment with
different cushions to try to minimize pain/discomfort. A headrest which supports the sides of
the head may be useful. It might be suitable to combine a short trip in an upright chair with
time lying down in a car or on a portable sun bed. Some people are not well enough to use a
wheelchair at all. A castor chair is a wheelchair for use indoors which requires no turning
circle. Lightweight chairs are easier to lift in and out of a vehicle and to self-propel. Electric
wheelchairs and scooters can increase independence for some people with M.E.
• THE BRITISH RED CROSS Tel: 0044 20 7235 5454 Website: www.redcross.org.uk
have local branches with wheelchairs for short-term loan. Wheelchairs can also be
borrowed at some museums, supermarkets, airports, hospitals, and amusement parks.
IRISH RED CROSS, 16 MERRION SQUARE, DUBLIN2, IRELAND. Tel 353 1 676
5135 - Fax 353 1 661 4461 redcross@iol.ie
• Occupational Therapists can arrange provision of various types of wheelchair for longterm loan on the NHS (in the UK), if there is deemed to be a ‘clinical need’.
• SHOPMOBILITY tel 01-6208731 – this is a description by one person with M.E.: “it is a
service which operates in Liffey Valley Shopping Centre, Dublin allowing you to use a
motorised "scooter" and have a wonderful day out. On your first visit, it is necessary to
register at Shopmobility, showing two forms of identity (e.g. payment book, driving
license, disabled parking permit, bus pass etc.) and you will receive a membership
card. The scooter is very easy to drive and manoeuvre in shops, it has a basket for your
shopping and, as it's motorised, there is no effort involved and you are independent. The
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service is FREE and available every day but only up to 5.30p.m. Similar scooters are
available in the blanchardstown centre (01-8221356) and the pavilions centre, swords,
Co. .Dublin (01-8904580) while the Square, Tallaght and the Jervis Centre, Dublin have
standard wheelchairs. (Do not wheel the chair yourself). Two forms of I.D. are
essential; without I.D., Tallaght requests a deposit of €50.”
• Outings and Occasional Wheelchair Rental: This is a tip from someone with M.E.: “It's
not necessary to be totally unable to walk to consider using a wheelchair. If you cannot
walk far, occasional access to a wheelchair and to a willing "pusher" allows you to get
out of the house and broaden your horizons. You can visit a shopping centre, museum,
art gallery or perhaps, take part in a family outing to the zoo, take a holiday -- go
anywhere that would otherwise involve walking or standing. It's possible to rent a
wheelchair (standard/non-motorised) for occasional use from THE IRISH
WHEELCHAIR ASSOCIATION , BLACKHEATH DRIVE, CLONTARF, DUBLIN 3
(8186403). The charge is: weekend - €20; full week - €30. If you are travelling to
Britain, it may be helpful to know that you can obtain a standard wheelchair there on
short-term loan from the local British Red Cross ( local branches listed in telephone
directory).”
• IRISH WHEELCHAIR ASSOCIATION ARAS CHUCHULAIN, BLACKHEATH
DRIVE, CLONTARF, DUBLIN 3. Tel 01 8186400. Fax 01 8333873. E Mail
info@iwa.ie. http://www.iwa.ie/ IWA aims for full integration of people with disabilities
in the community. Services include: Respite Care; Family & Carer Supports; Social
Work; Occupational Therapy; Wheelchair Sales, Loan & Repairs; Driving Tuition;
Adapted Transport; Independent Living Training; Day Resource Centres; Peer
Counselling; Sports; Housing.
• HOMECARE MEDICAL SUPPLIES IRELAND
KNOCK RD, KILTIMAGH,
CO.MAYO Tel: 094-81361 Fax: 094-81370 TERRYLAND RETAIL PK, HEADFORD
ROAD, GALWAY Tel Lo Call:1890 390 590 Tel:091-567812 Fax: 091-567812 E-Mail:
hcms@eircom.net Website: www.homecaremedicalsupplies.ie They have a variety of
products e g. for seating, bathing, for the bed, for mobility (wheelchairs and scooters)
• FANNIN HEALTHCARE, 15 REDMONDS HILL, DUBLIN 2 (01-4782211) and
BLACKTHORN ROAD, SANDYFORD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DUBLIN 18 Tel:
01-2944500 Fax: 01- 2954777 www.fanninhealthcare.com Suppliers of Mobility &
Rehabilitation aids such as "Wheelchairs, Hoists & Accessories"; Living Aids;
Physiotherapy Couches & Accessories; Stairlifts; Walking Aids.
Holidays; Pacing; Parking Concessions; Pressure Sores; Shopping; Travelling; VAT
A Rough Guide to Wheelchairs (on the M.E. Tips website)
Work - If you are able to do some work, look for something to do from home and without set
times of work so you can do it when you feel able.
• DISABILITY ACTION - NORTHERN IRELAND, 2 ANNUNDALE ROAD,
BELFAST, BT7 3JH Tel: (028) 90491 011 Fax: (028) 90491 627 Minicom: (028) 90645
779 Campaigns for appropriate legislation and provision of benefits to meet the needs of
people with disabilities. It works to change negative attitudes towards disabled people in
society, and to confront discrimination in all spheres of life. They also offer a range of
services to enable disabled people to make informed choices about issues which affect
their lives. They provide an information service, employment and training advice, a
transport service.
• DISABILITY EMPLOYMENT NETWORK, BLACKHEATH DRIVE, DUBLIN 3 Tel:
01-8186863
• APT (AONTACHT PHOBAIL TEORANTA) KILCRUTTIN CENTRE, TULLAMORE,
COUNTY OFFALY. Tel 0506 41204 Company that promotes economic and social
integration of people with disability. Stimulation, mobilisation and development of local
resources in the area of training, employment, housing and independent living.
• CNEASTA - IRISH COUNCIL FOR TRAINING, DEVELOPMENT &
EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES SUNBEAM HOUSE,
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KILLARNEY ROAD, BRAY, CO WICKLOW. Representative group of disabled people
promoting the establishment of appropriate training, development and employment
opportunities.
DISABLED ARTISTS ASSOCIATION 2 BRIDGE STREET, CORK. Tel 021 4504079
Fax 021 4509927 Established in 1958 to promote the work of disabled artists who paint
by foot or mouth, or who suffer from serious disability. The association is not a charity
but works on business principles.
REHAB GROUP ROSLYN PARK, BEACH ROAD, SANDYMOUNT, DUBLIN 4. Tel
01 2698422 Fax 01 2839732 The Rehabilitation Institute is a voluntary body founded in
1949 to improve the independence of people with special needs. Vocational training for
the mentally and physically disabled with a view to successful placement in employment.
Services are provided in 46 centres all around the country. Regional Training &
Development Centres.
CAVAN - Moynehall, Ballinagh Rd Tel 094 31127 Fax 094 61288
GALWAY - Parkmore Industrial Estate. Tel 091 756650 Fax 091 752342
OFFALY - Patrick St., Tullamore. Tel 0506 41044 Fax 0506 22211
CORK - Dosco Industrial Estate, South Douglas Road. Tel 021 361370 Fax 021 362681
DUBLIN 24 - Unit 77, Broomhill Road. Tel 01 4525777 Fax 01 4526412
KILKENNY - Hebron Road Industrial Estate. Tel 056 62043 Fax 056 63145
DUBLIN 4 - Roslyn Park, Sandymount. Tel 01 2698322 Fax 01 2698663
DUBLIN 15 - Ashtown Centre, Phoenix Industrial.Estate Tel 01 8387188 Fax 01
8381474
LONGFORD - Coolamber College, Lisryan Tel 043 85106 Fax 043 85203
CORK - Donemark, Bantry Tel 027 51027 Fax 027 51497
NEW WAYS TO WORK, 25 SHACKLEWELL LANE, LONDON, E8 2EZ, UNITED
KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 20 7503 3283 Website: www.new-ways.co.uk This charity
promotes more practical ways of working such as job sharing.
LETS (Local Exchange and Trading Schemes) Website: www.gmlets.u-net.com and
Time Banks enable members to exchange skills using special local ‘currencies’. This
may suit some people with M.E., as it is more flexible. To find out if a scheme exists in
your local area contact TIME BANKS.
TIME BANKS UK, C/O NEW ECONOMICS FOUNDATION, CINNAMON HOUSE,
6-8 COLE STREET, LONDON, SE1 4YH, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 20 7089
2849 Fax: 0044 20 7407 6473 E-mail: info@timebanks.co.uk Website:
www.timebanks.co.uk A time bank is a way for people to come together and help each
other. Time banks measure and value all the different kinds of help we can give each
other – everyone’s time is worth the same. Participants ‘deposit’ their time in the bank
by giving practical help and support to others and are able to ‘withdraw’ their time when
they need something done themselves.

InterAction 28; 1998; pages 20-21 Voluntary work; InterAction 32; 2000; pages 30-31
Working with M.E. ‘new ways to work’; InterAction 28; 1998; pages 20-21 Voluntary work;
InterAction 32; 2000; pages 30-31 Working with M.E. ‘New ways to Work’
Writing - It takes more energy to write with some pens than others.
A ‘2B’ pencil requires less pressure than an ‘HB’ pencil, and a fibre
tip or gel pen less pressure than most biros. Experiment with
different writing implements. A pencil always works and a
propelling pencil doesn’t need to be sharpened. Some pens have an
area of rubber or serrated plastic to make them easier to grip, or you
may find a special chunky pen easier. There are pen grips available
from disability equipment catalogues, which fit onto ordinary biros
or pencils, or make your own by wrapping a rubber band round the
pen. The ink flow tends to be better with more expensive
ballpoints, which makes them easier to write with. Lean on a hard surface such as a
clipboard.
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Address stickers and headed notepaper save writing your address and can be obtained
from many sources including some charities. Labels can also be used for messages such as
‘Happy Christmas, with love from Sophie.’ Some stationers sell cards printed with a message
such as ‘Dear …, Thank you very much for the Christmas present. Love from …’ Pre-inked
stamps can be made with an address or even a signature; ask a good stationers.
Standard letters, which can be sent to more than one person, can save energy. These can
be done on a computer or handwritten and photocopied. Computers can also be used to print
out labels for addressing envelopes. Use highlighters and different coloured pens and paper
to make filing systems and lists more user friendly. Post-it notes are also useful. Writing or
dictating post cards or note cards rather than letters is enough to keep in touch. It doesn’t
have to be finished all in one go, but can be written or dictated a few lines each day. Some
people exchange talking letters, recorded on cassette.
It may be possible to dictate into a tape recorder or dictaphone and then get someone to
write it out later. A personal stereo/dictaphone, which uses full size cassettes and doesn’t
need earphones, is available from ARGOS. Some tape recorders record when you speak and
stop when it is quiet so there is no need to keep pressing buttons. It is also possible to dictate
into a computer with the correct features. Other programs can minimize the number of letters
typed by guessing the word or phrase as you type it (e.g. newer versions of Word for
Windows).
Some friends might be prepared to send you postcards or letters without receiving a
reply. Creative writing such as poetry can provide a means of expression and enjoyment, but
it can be difficult to switch off and rest when your brain is in the middle of composing a
poem. Write lists and notes as an aid to memory. Keeping a diary or journal may help
express your feelings.
Some words are often shortened (and, street, road) but you can choose to shorten other
words as well if you are writing notes 2 yslf, as long as you can remember what they mean!
Some people use 4 instead of for, u instead of you. Shorthand is designed to be the most
efficient way of writing. It takes time to learn in full but you can always use selected bits.
Books are available to teach yourself ‘Pitman’s Script’. Using a letter opener saves energy
and fitting a cage to the letterbox means you don’t have to pick up mail from the floor.
• KINGS AUDIO, 15 OXFORD ROAD, PENMILL TRADING ESTATE, YEOVIL,
SOMERSET, BA21 5HR, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1935 411322 supply
cassettes of any length from 5 mins-126 mins
• Post card re-use labels are available from C.A.T. (CENTRE FOR ALTERNATIVE
TECHNOLOGY) MACHYNLLETH, POWYS, SY20 9AZ, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel:
0044 1654 705 950 Fax: 0044 1654 702 782 Website: www.cat.org.uk
• To find a business that can type out documents for you, try looking in the phone book
under ‘secretarial services’ or ‘typing services’.
Computer; Education; Pacing; Paperwork; People; Reading; Shopping; Special Interest
Groups; Tray
Young People • ASSOCIATION OF YOUNG PEOPLE WITH M.E. (AYME) BOX 605, MILTON
KEYNES, MK2 2XD, UNITED KINGDOM. Tel: 0044 1908 373300 Fax: 0044 1908
274136 E-mail: info@ayme.org.uk Website: www.ayme.org.uk AYME has various
services including a magazine every two months, a pen-pal service, buddy scheme and
library. There are three advisors dealing with medical, educational and psychological
matters. Members who are well enough can attend the annual get together, which is
videoed for those at home. Free Membership is free to people with M.E. under 26 only
applies to people from the UK.
• YOUNG ACTION ONLINE, P.O. BOX 4347, STOCK, INGATESTONE, ESSEX, CM4
9TE, UNITED KINGDOM. E-mail: jane@youngactiononline.com Website:
www.youngactiononline.com YAOnline is a specialist information provider and works
in partnership with Tymes Trust. All website information is free of charge.
• TYMES TRUST, P.O. BOX 4347, STOCK, INGATESTONE, ESSEX, CM4 9TE,
UNITED KINGDOM. Advice line: 0044 1245 40 10 80 (11am – 1pm & 5-7pm, Mon –
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Fri). Tymes Trust publishes a quarterly magazine, and information packs. Tymes Trust
provides free telephone, E-mail and correspondence support services advising on issues
ranging from energy management and mobility aids to liaising with health/education
professionals. The organisation specialises in training education professionals, and runs
day courses for a multi-disciplinary clientele in association with The National
Association of Educational Inspectors, Advisors and Consultants. Parents and young
people are welcome at these courses. Annual Subscription to TYMES magazine is free
to people with M.E. from the UK under the age of 26, and costs ST£5.50 for those over
26. For people from the ROI, membership is ST£12. Jane Colby, chief Advisor to
Tymes Trust, also gives individual educational consultations, lectures etc. A video of the
talk by Jane in Dublin in 1997 is available from the IRISH ME/CFS SUPPORT GROUP
(an international partner group of the Tymes Trust), PO BOX 3075, DUBLIN 2 for €6
(members)/€10 (non-members)
CHILDREN IN HOSPITAL IRELAND, CARMICHAEL HOUSE, NORTH
BRUNSWICK STREET, DUBLIN 7. Phone: (01) 8780448 Fax: (01) 8735283 Email:
davoconn@iol.ie Promotes the welfare of all sick children by drawing attention to their
special needs. Supports parents before, during and after a child’s stay in hospital.
Provides speakers to groups of parents, professionals and students.
ACTION FOR M.E.’s young people service Tel: 0044 1749 670799 E-mail:
admin@afme.org.uk
CHILDREN'S RIGHTS ALLIANCE, 13 HARCOURT STREET, DUBLIN 2 Tel: (01)
405 4823 Fax: (01) 405 4826 Email: info@cra.iol.ie Website: www.childrensrights.ie

CHILDREN'S LAW CENTRE BASED IN NORTHERN IRELAND. Tel: 02890
245704. Any queries should be addressed to Liam Mackle.
• Special Abilities website: www.abilities.fsnet.co.uk provides information on all aspects
of disability for children and their parents.
• CHILDLINE, run by the ISPCC (IRISH SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF
CRUELTY TO CHILDREN) HEAD OFFICE, ADDRESS: 20 MOLESWORTH
STREET, DUBLIN 2 Fax: (01) 679 1746 E-mail: ispcc@ispcc.ie 1800 666666
http://www.ispcc.ie/childline.html
• PARENTLINE 01-8733500
• THE FAMILY FUND TRUST, P.O. BOX 50, YORK, Y01 9ZX, UNITED KINGDOM.
Tel: 0044 845 130 4542 (local rate) Textphone: 0044 1904 658085 E-mail:
applications@familyfundtrust.org.uk Website: www.familyfundtrust.org.uk The purpose
of the Family Fund Trust is to ease the stress on families who care for very severely
disabled children under 16, by providing grants and information related to the care of the
child. Further details are available from the Information Officer.
Child Protection Procedures; Christian; Doctors; Education; Parenting; University
AfME Information for young people; YAO Action for M.E. Children’s Charter; YAO M.E. in
Children; YAO Childhood M.E. ST£2.50 (cheques payable to ‘Tymes Trust’); YAO The
Collaborative Care Management Model; AYME Research Project Speaking Up – Experiences
of AYME members ST£1.50; InterAction 20; 1995; pages 26-30 Children and M.E:
Overview by Dr Alan Franklin; InterAction 32; 2000; pages 3 and 5 Panorama on
mistreatment of children with M.E.
•
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